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AGENDA ITEM NO.:. 

TO: 
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THROUGH: 
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RBANDEVELOPMENTDEPARTMENT 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ISSUE: 

ELIGIBILITY OF THE MARQUIS POST -ACUTE 
REHABILITATION CENTER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CITY OF 
SALEM MULTIPLE-UNIT HOUSING TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM 

Shall the City Council elect not to conduct a public hearing apd adopt Resolution No. 
2013-40 to deny the Pringle Square North, LLC application for tax incentives under the 
City of Salem's Multiple-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program? 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends the City Council elect not to conduct a public hearing and adopt 
Resolution No. 2013-40 to deny the Pringle Square North, LLC application for tax 
incentives under the City of Salem's Multiple-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program. 

BACKGROUND: 

NOTE: On June 5, 2013, the applicant submitted a written request that the City Council 
conduct a public hearing in its consideration of matter. Neither state law (ORS 307.600-
307.691) nor the Salem Revised Code (SRC 2.790-2.835) relating to the City's Multiple
Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program (Program) require a public hearing before issuing a 
decision on an application for tax incentives; however, the City Council may, per the 
Program's Standards and Guidelines adopted by Resolution 2006-43 and in its 
discretion, elect to conduct a hearing. Given staff's recommendation, as set forth in this 
report, that the application be denied, because it does not meet minimum eligibility 
requirements, staff does not recommend that the City Council conduct a public hearing. 

If City Council elects to conduct a public hearing, it would be scheduled for a future date 
in order to provide notice of the public hearing. If City Council elects not to conduct a 
public hearing, the City Council may proceed to consider the application and issue a 
decision at tonight's meeting. 

In June 1976, Council enacted Salem's Multiple-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program 
(Program), Salem Revised Code (SRC) 2.790~2.835. The Program is authorized by 
Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 307.600-307.691, which allow local governments to 
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establish a program for property tax exemptions to stimulate the construction of transit
supportive multi-unit housing in the core areas of Oregon's urban centers. The Program 
provides a property tax exemption for up to ten years for new or converted, transit 
supportive, non-transient multiple family housing units constructed within the defined 
core area (Attachment A) that provide one or more public benefits as defined in the 
ordinance. The basic tenets of the Program are: 

• The project must include at least two dwelling units per Standards and 
Guidelines adopted by Resolution No. 2006-43; 

• The project must be located within the "Core Area" as defined in SRC 2.800(c); 
• The project must include at least one public benefit as outlined in SRC 2.815, 

and; 
e Council shall, by resolution, make a decision within 180 days of receipt of the 

application or the application is automatically deemed approved. 

The Program provides for a tax exemption only for the City's tax levy. In order for a 
project to be exempt from property taxes from other taxing districts, such as counties or 
the school district, the governing bodies of the taxing districts, representing 51% or 
more of the total combined rate of taxation levied on the property under consideration 
must consent to the exemption. Historically, this has been achieved through cooperation 
between the City and the Salem-Keizer School District, which collectively represent 
about 60% of the combined rate of taxation within the Core Area. If a full tax exemption 
is realized over 10 years, the value is estimated to be $1,132,557. If only the City's 
exemption is realized over 10 years, the yalue is estimated to be $329,266. 

Each application requesting approval is evaluated on a case by case basis and 
approved by Council. The most recent action taken by City Council was on December 
5, 2011 when it voted to extend the program to January 1, 2022. Since 1976, three 
properties have been approved by Council for this Program: 

Willamette Landing Apartments (89 units)- 1601-1675 Water Street NE 
Tax exemption period expired in 2000. 

Forum Apartments (62 units)- 350 13th Street SE 
Tax exemption period expired 1990. 

Mill Bridge Terrace Apartments (24 units)- 728 Church Street NE 
Tax exemption period expired in 1987. 

FACTS AND FINDINGS: 

On March 11, 2013 Pringle Square North LLC submitted an application for a proposed 
development known as The Marquis Post-Acute Rehabilitation Center (Project). The 
Project will consist of a two-story, 38,000 square foot structure that includes 52 beds in 
46 units and 40 parking stalls. The Project will be located on a portion of the former 
Boise Cascade industrial site along Front St. and north of Pringle Creek (Attachment B). 
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The applicant has described the Project as providing post-acute rehabilitation to Salem 
area residents who need a higher level of medical care in a hospitality oriented 
environment. This care is delivered through four different types of service: Skilled Care 
(short-term therapeutic solution for people who have acute conditions such as a fracture 
or stroke), Long-term Care (for people who have disabilities or chronic illnesses that 
prevent them from being able to perform the basic activities of daily life), Outpatient 
Rehab Services (includes speech, occupational, physical, and massage therapies), and 
Health and Wellness Community Services (clinics, classes, and fairs designed around 
health and wellness awareness to the community at large). 

To be eligible for tax incentives under the Program, a project must be "multiple-unit 
housing." "Multiple-unit housing" is defined by ORS 307.603(5) to mean: 

"(a) Housing that is or becomes subject to a low income housing 
assistance contract with an agency or subdivision of this state or the 
United States; or 
(b) Newly constructed structures, stories or other additions to existing 
structures and structures converted in whole or in part from other use to 
housing that meet the following criteria: 

(A) The structure must have a minimum number of dwelling units as 
specified by the city or county pursuant to ORS 307.606 (4). 
(B) The structure must not be designed or used as transient 
accommodations, including but not limited to hotels and motels. 
(C) The structure must have those design elements benefiting the 
general public, including any commercial use of a portion of the 
structure, as specified by the city or county pursuant to ORS 
307.618. 
(D) If in a light rail station area or transit oriented area, the structure 
must: 

(i) Be physically or functionally related to a light rail line or 
mass transportation system; and 
(ii) Enhance the effectiveness of a light rail line or mass 
transportation system." 

The Project does not meet this definition, and therefore is not eligible under the 
Program, because it; 

(.1) does not contain "dwelling units," and; 
(2) is designed and used as "transient accommodations." 

Dwelling Units. 

The State of Oregon Building Code defines a "Dwelling Unit" as "A single unit providing 
complete independent living facilities for one or more persons, including permanent 
provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking and sanitation" (2011 Oregon Residential 
Specialty Code, Part II, Chapter 2, Section R202). 
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The materials presented by the applicant and in testimony at the Salem Planning 
Commission on April 2, 2013, the applicant has indicated that the proposed "living units" 
will not be independent living facilities. The units appear to be more akin to hotel 
rooms, and will contain provisions for sleeping, living and bathrooms, but will not contain 
kitchens. The Project proposes a central cooking and dining facilities, and guests may 
dine in the central facility or eat their meals in their rooms. Because the proposed 
"living units" do not contain kitchens, they are not independent living facilities and do not 
meet the definition of "dwelling units." 

Staff raised this concern with the applicant in a letter dated April 3, 2013. Attachment C. 
The applicant, in response to this concern raised by staff, stated that the "SRC does not 
specifically require a minimum number of dwelling units, but just references 'dwelling 
units."' Attachment D. 

The applicant is incorrect, the Program requires a minimum of two dwelling units. SRC 
2.790(a) expressly adopts ORS 307.600 to 307.691. ORS 307.606(4) requires local 
governments to promulgate standards and guidelines to be used when considering 
applications and making the determinations required by ORS 307.618. 

The current version of the Program Standards and Guidelines were adopted in 2006. 
Section 1 (a) of the Standards and Guidelines expressly states, "In order to be eligible 
the multi-unit housing proposal must include at least two dwelling units. Transient 
accommodations like hotels or motels do not qualify." 

The applicant also asserted that the Program does not require a proposed project to 
meet any specific definition of "dwelling unit," and that the City should interpret the term 
broadly to allow the Project to be eligible for the Program. The applicant cites to the 
City Zoning Code definition (SRC 111.050(m)) of "dwelling unit" for support. 

SRC 111.050(m) defines "dwelling unit" as: "A single unit providing complete, 
independent living facilities for one or more persons including permanent provisions for 
living, sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation." The SRC definition of "dwelling unit" is 
substantively the same as the state building code definition, because both definitions 
require complete, independent living facilities, including living, sleeping, eating, cooking 
and sanitation. 

While nothing listed in ORS 307.600-307.691, the SRC, or the Program Standards and 
Guidelines define "dwelling units", the commonly understood definition and the 
definitions contained in the City's Zoning Code and the State Building Code specify that 
"dwelling unit" means a complete independent living facility. Regardless of what 
definition is applied, the proposed project does not contain dwelling units. 
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Transient Accommodations. 

ORS 307.603(5) states that a proposed structure containing multi-unit housing "must 
not be designed or used as transient accommodations, including but not limited to 
hotels and motels." "Transient accommodations" is not defined by ORS 307.600-
307.691, or by the Program, however, the State of Oregon Building Code defines 
"Transient" occupancy to mean; "Occupancy of a dwelling unit or sleeping unit for not 
more than 30 days." 2010 Oregon Structural Specialty Code, Chapter 3, Use and 
Occupancy Classification, Section 31 0.2. (Emphasis in original). 

The applicant has stated that the proposal will accommodate both transient and long
term occupancy, stating that, on average, 85% of the guests would be short term users 
of less than thirty days. Because the structure will be both designed and used for 
transient accommodations, it is not an eligible structure. This is the case even if only 
some of the living units will be designed or used for transient occupancy. 

The applicant, in response to this concern raised by Staff, stated that the Project should 
not be viewed as a "hotel," because some residents will reside there in excess of thirty 
days, even while acknowledging that on average 85% of the "residents" will be there 
less than 30 days. The applicant also stated that the lack of individual kitchens in each 
unit should not render the Project ineligible, because the applicant considers the 
persons staying there "residents, not overnight guests." 

Staff does not conclude that the proposed facility is a "hotel." The applicant's materials 
suggest a high level of medical and rehabilitative care that make the facility different 
than a traditional hotel, and more like a medical facility. However, it is a fact, as stated 
by the applicant, that the vast majority of the guests or "residents" at the facility will stay 
less than 30 days, making the Project a "transient accommodation" by definition. 
Further, the living units will be designed without kitchens, which means those units are 
not "dwelling units." 

Therefore, the Project is not eligible under the Program because the Project is both 
designed for, and intended to be used for transient accommodations. 

Public Benefit Requirement. 

Aside from the basic requirements that a project be multiple-unit housing that contains 
the minimum number of dwelling units, a project must also include at least one public 
benefit as outlined in SRC 2.815. Staff has not analyzed the Project to determine if it 
meets "Public Benefit" requirement, because Staff has determined the Project is not 
eligible in the first instance. If Council determines that the Project is eligible and meets 
the definition of "multiple unit housing," Council may elect to return the application to 
Staff for further consideration. 
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Attachment A: Core Area/Site Map 
Attachment B: Multiple-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program Application 
Attachment C: April 3, 2013 letter to applicant 
Attachment D: May 6, 2013 response to April 3, 2013 letter 
Attachment E: June 5, 2013 Public Hearing request letter 

Report Prepared by: Clint Dameron, Real Property Services Manager 
G:\URBANDE\/IADMINISTRA TION\Final Council Staff Reports\2013\May 13\Tax Credit- North Blk\Staff Report MUHTIP Marquis 
PARC 051313 final.doc 
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March 11, 2013 

Hand Delivered 

Clinton s. Dameron 
Real Property Services Manager 
City of Salem Urban Development Department 
350 Commercial Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301 

RECI-!\VECJ 

CIT/ ::;1\LEM 
UR8!\1'.J Dt:VELOP.IviENT 

RE: Application Letter for the Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program for the 
Marquis Post Acute Rehab Center on the North Block Property. 
Our File No.: 23001 

Dear Clint, 

This letter, and the attached application packet, are being submitted to Initiate the application process 
for the Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program (MUHTIP) for the Marquis Post Acute Rehab Center on 
the North Block property (the 11PARC Project"). The PARC Project fs located In the 200 Block of Front 
Street SE, and will Include an approximately 38,000 sq. ft. building on the westerly portion of the North 
Block, with other amenities and public benefits as identified in the attached application packet. 

The PARC Project generates a number of public benefits, any one of which would be significant enough 
to base the MUHTIP application on. Most important, the development wlll be generating a significant 
economic benefit to the downtown area. In addition, there are other significant elements, such as 
special architectural features, open ·spaces, redevelopment of underutilized/blighted property that will 
benefit the public. 

Please accept this application and get this scheduled for a public hearing before the City Council as soon 
as possible. We look forward to working with you and discussing the steps necessary to formally 
approve this application for the tax incentive program. Please contact me with any questions about the 
information and materials presented. 

Sinc,ly, 

#~ 
/ 

(

MARK D. SHIPMAN 
mshlpman@sgfaw.com 
Voice Message 11310 

MOS:scf 
Enclosures 
H:\Docs\23000·23499\23001\MUHTIP SNF\MUHTIP App Letter PARC FINALdoO( 

cc; Jason Tokarski 
Brian Moore 

A Member of LEG US, al\ ln\Qrnational Network of Law fit(I)S. 

Park Place, Suite 300 
250 Church Street SE 

Salem, Oregon 97301 

Post Office Box 470 
Salem, Oregon 97308 

tel 503.399.1070 
fax 503.371,2927 

ATTACHMEN 1 R 
www.sglaw.wrrt 
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I. Applicant Information (If the applicant Is an LLC, s-Carps or similar member company, please provide 
legal documentation of the LLC's formation and list of members, authorized to sign on LLC's behalf) 

Name: Larry Tokarski [Title: President ofMWIC Pringle Corporation 

Company: Pringle Square North LLC 

Street: 201 Ferry Street SE, Ste. 400 I City, State, Zip Code: Salem, Oregon 97301 

Phone: 503-581-4654 [E-mail: Jason@mwlnv.com [FAX: 503-581-7061 

II. Applicant's Representative Information (if different than above) 

Name: Mark D. Shipman I Title: Attorney 

Company: Saalfeld Griggs PC 

Street: 250 Church Street SE, Suite 300 [city, State, Zip Code: Salem, Oregon, 97301 

Phone: 503-399-1070 I E-mail: mshipman@sglaw.com I FAX: 503·371-2927 

III. Property Information 
Project is located within the designated program boundary: IX Yes I No 

Appllcant has site control: IX Yes r No 

Address: 230 Front Street SE, 315 Commercial Street SE, Salem 

M 07 3W27BA TL 1600,2000, Bl k 
ap: 21oo, 3ooo. &31oo oc : Subdivision: 

Note: If property is only a fraction of a platted lot, Indicate this fact and provide a metes and bounds description of the 
portion of the lot to be used. 
Current use(s) of site: 

Vacant' 

f existing housing Is being removed, please explain why: 

. • Mixed Use I , 
Current zonrng ·General industrial Assessors property account number( s): R89429, R8931 o, R89317, R89312, R893) 

Parcel size: Approx. 2.65 acres (1.41 acres of which will be for proposed use) 

IV. Project Information 

Anticipated construction start date: June 1, 2013 Anticipated completion date: April1,2014 

Desired effective date (tax year) for the Multi-Unit Housing Incentive Program: 2014 

Number1 size/ and type of dwelling units proposed: 

1 bedroom units Square feet Median sales price Rental rate 

2 bedroom units Square feet Median sales price Rental rate 

3 bedroom units Square feet Median sales price Rental rate 

Other units Square feet Median sales price Rental rate 



I 

I 

.I Dimensions of building: \ 7>Dt v )\ <; 
I Total building square footage: 38,ooo I ('I' e..'\ . 

Building covers 34% percentage of the lot. 

Amount of open space to be included: )J/'( 0 

Method of construction: Light gauge steel stud, type 2 

Type of materials: ·New construction; light gauge steel stud 

Is other public financial assistance being requested for the project? CYes I7!No 

If so, please list the amount and type of existing or anticipated sources of funds requested: 
-

V. Puplic Benefits (Please check all that apply). . .. 
r Units sales prices or rental rates accessible to a broad range of mixed incomes 
fX:: Recreation facilities 
15<! Open space 
r Common meeting rooms 
l' Daycare facilities 
r Facilities supportive of the arts 
n Facilities for the handicapped 
fg: Special architectural features 
r Service/commercial use permitted and needed but unavailable for economic reasons 
IX:: Dedication of land or facilities for public use 
rx: Development or redevelopment of underutilized or blighted property 
IX: Provision of pedestrian-oriented design features 
I><• Extra costs associated with infill or redevelopment 
r Development in structures that may include ground level commercial space 
r Development on sites with existing single-story commercial structures 
rx: Develooment on existino surface oarkino lots 
r LEED certification of the oroiect 
I: Provision of oarkino spaces within the structure ./ 

c Provision of amenities and/or programs supportive of the use of mass transit .. . . . .. 

Please attach th~ following and label as Exhibits A-f .··. ·.' . ,',".' ·, . . . . · .. · ... ,' . '• . . 

c Legal Description, labeled as Exhibit A 
li Evidence of Site Control, labeled as Exhibit B 

r A description of the project including information regarding the size and type of units, target 
population, parking and circulation plans, private and public access, and public benefits of the 
project, labeled as Exhibit C · 

l· A site plan, drawn to a minimum scale of 1" = 20', which shows in detail the development 
plan of the entire project. Refer to SRC2.1530 (3) and (5), labeled as Exhibit D . 

r Letter from the City of Salem Public Works Department stating the proposed use can be 
served by existing sewer and water service, labeled as Exhibit E · 

r, Documents to explain the proposed public benefits, including economic feasibility studies and 
· market studies when appropriate, labeled as Exhibit F 



Pre-Application date: Fee' received: 

Dateflnal application received: Received by: 
'··\::::. ·.· 

l)r.P;;~n . Development Contac.t: 
····: .. :.:··· .. ·. :. . . ... 

Pre-Application Conference Date: 

Meeting Summary Letter sent on: ... .... .. . :·: 

D~Je.o(corr~spondence to abutting property owners and appropriate affected parties, city departments, etc.: 
.. 

Qxrespondence sent to: 
··:-· ··.:.··. ·· ..... . 

Coqndl Hearing date: 

. ··... . . . 

. [ . Appr9v~d? _ j Denied? l Other: 

······.·•··. Comments: 

I certify that the above statements are true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 

Applica~t's Signature: / t · ~ 
Applicant's Name (Please print or type here): Larry Tokarski 

--~------------------------------------------

Applicant's Title (Please print or type here): President of MWIC Pringle Corporation (the Manager of Pringle Square North LLC) 

Fill out form with Adobe Acrobat or print out and fill-in. 

After completing form print, sign, and mall or bring to: Annie Gorski 
350 Commercial Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301 
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EXHIBIT A 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 

Real property In the County of f•larion, State of Oregon, desoibed as follows: 

PARCEL II: 
Pringle Square North llC (North bloc!( Property) 

TRACfA: 
Portion of 7S3W27BA, tax lot 3100 
Portion of Account No. R89301 

c:..<t4\ +a-r 

0 

All that portlon of Bloc!( 45 lying North of the Ner#lerly lllgk waror fine of Pringle Creek, SAlEM, a 
duly recorded subdMslon In the Qty of Salem, County of 1·1arton, State of Oregon. 

TOGETHER WITH that portlon of the vacated alley lying Westerly of lots 1, 2 and 3, said Bloc!( 45. 

AlsO TOGETHER Wrni that portion of vacated Trade Street and vacated Front Street Which Inured 
thereto by Ordinance No. 63·82, recorded ~lay 6, 1982 In Reel 280, page 895. 

EXCEPTING TilE REF ROM that portlon ·lying Westerly of the Bur11ngton Northern Santa Fe Railway. 

TRACfB: 
7S 3W 'DBA, tax lots 2000 and 3000 
Account Nos. R89310 and R69312 

Be<;Jinning at the point of Intersection of the East line of front Street, Oty of Salem, Marion County, 
Oregon, and the North line of Tracie Street; 
Thence North 22° 32.' East along the East line of said Front Street, 79.93 feet; 
Thence SOuth 67° 19' East, 82.43 feet; 

Thence North 22" 39. East 79.32 feet; 
Then<;e SOuth 17° 1. East, 12.4.49 feet; 
Thence SOutheasterly along a 328.5 foot radius anve to the left (the chord of which bears SOuth 
13° 1' East, 5.88 feet) a distance of 5.88 feet to a point on the West IJne of the alley in Bloc!( '16, 
~~ . 
Thence SOuthwesterly along the West tine of said alley In Bloc!( 46, 58.17 feet to a polnt on the 
North line of said Trade Street; 
Thence Northwesterly along the 1\'0rth line of said Trade Street to the point of beginning, 

AlSO: Be<;Jinnlng at the point of Intersection of the North line ofTrade Street, Oty of Salem, 
~larion County, Oregon, and the East line of the alley In Block 461 Salem; · 
Thence North 22° 32. East, along the East line of said alley, 38.14 feeti Thence SOutheasterly 
along the arc of a 328.5 foot radius curve to the 
left (the chord of which bears SOuth 22" 42. East 54.13 feet) a distance of 54.19 feet to a point on 
the North line of said Trade Street; 
Thence Northwesteny along the North line of said Trade Street 38.43 feet to the point of 
beginning. 

EXHIBIT 

~A ~ 
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ALSO TOGETHER WI'rH those portions of vacated Trade Street, and those portionS of vacated 
Front Street, and those portioos of the vacated alley in Block 46, Qty of Salem, that inures to said 
parcels by 
operation of law, by Salem Ordinance No. 63·82, recorded on Nay 6, 1982, in Reel280, Page 895, 
Film Records for Marion County, Oregon. 

SAVE ·AND EXCEPT from the above desaibed tracts, that portion of the property lying below a 
depth of 500 feet, measured vertically, from the contour of the surface of said property, as 
reserved by Southern Pad fie Tronsportallon Company, a Delaware corporatlon, In deed recorded 
on November 6, 1979 in Reel191, Page 6, Fllm Records for Marion county, oregon, and by Marlon 
county tax roll for 2003-2004 tax year. (7·3W-27BA, Tax lot 1900 SU). 
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After recording retum to: 
Pringle Square North lLC 
411 East cascade HWY, PO Box 3500 
#224 
Sisters, OR 9n59 

Unbl a change Is requestEd an tax statements 
$hall be S<!OI to the folloYAng address: 
Pringle Square North LLC 
411 East cascade HWY, PO Box 3500 
#224 
Sisters, OR 97759 
File No.: NCS-263459·001 (rmr) 
Date: December 17, 2007 

0 
Reel 
2902 

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR RECORDER'S 

STATUTORY WARRANTY DEED 

page. 
54 

Reel 
3261 

Boise White Paper, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company, Grantor, conveys and warrants 
to Pringle Square North LLC1 an Oregon limited liability company, Grantee, the following 
described real property free of liens and encumbrances, except as specifically set forth herein: 

See attached Exhibit A 

Subject to: 
1. See attached l:!xhlblt "B" 

The true consideration for this conveyance Is $270,000.00. (HEteromplyv.:~ht"q'Jirener.tsoiORS93.o30J 

\t. This document is being re-recorded at the request of Mountain West Investment \L 
-ry; Corporation to correct the legal description. -11'-

Page 1 ol 2 

Page 
4 

EXHIBIT 

B 
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Fie llo.: /IC5-263459·1lOI (rmr) 
D,lte; 12/03/2007 

~fore signing or accepting this instrument, the person transtemng fee title should Inquire about the 
person's rights, If any, under sections 2, 3 and 5 to 22 of Chapter 424, Oregon laws 2007. This 
Instrument does not allow vse of the property described In this Instrument In vtolatlon of applicable land 
use laws and regulations. Before signing or ao:eptlng this Instrument, the person acquiring fee title to 
the property should ched< with too appropriate dty or county planning department to verify that the unit 
of land being transferred Is a lawfully established lot or parcel, as deftned In ORS 92.010 or 215.010, to 
verify the approved uses, to determine any limits on lawsuits against farming or forest practices as 
defined In ORS 30.930 and to Inquire about the rights of neighboring property owners, If any, under 
sections 2, 3 and 5 to 22 of Chapter 424, Or€9Qn Laws 2007. 

Dated this 12th day of _De_c_ernb....c..ce.c..r _____ _, 2o_Qz_. 

Boise White Paper, L.L.C., a Delaware limited 4/llty company 

Ill/////&. 
By: Rob HcHutt , 

«~Vice P~esident 

STATE OF Idaho ) 
5$, 

COUNTY OF Ada 

On this 12 day of December, 2007, before me, a Notary Public In and for said State, personally 
appeared Rob Mc!lut t , known or !dentlfied to me to be the person whose name Is subsctibed 
to the wlthrn Instrument as Vice Presidenw the llolse White Paper, Ll.C,, limited JTability 
company, and ad<nowledged to me that such limited company executed same. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offidal seal the day and year in this 

cert!llcateftrstabovewritten.. ~ .~~ 

Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
Resldlng at: Meri di p.JD 
~ly commission Expires: 8/5/09 

Page 2of 2 
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EXHIBIT A 

LEGAl DESCRIPTION: 

Real property In the Coooty of 14arton, State of Oregon, desoibed as follows: 

PARCEL li: 
Pringle Square North LLC (North block property) 

TRACT A: 
Portion of 7S3W27BA, tax Jot 3100 
Portion of Account No. R89301 

C-M\ -f-a.-1 
All that portion of Block 45 lying North of the Ne!#lel'l'; ~lgll l'l'!!fflf line of Pringle Creek, SALEN, a 
duly teCOrded subdivision In the City of Salem, COUnty of l·larton, State of Oregon. 

TOGETilER WITH that portion of the vacated alley lying Westerly of Lots 1, 2 and 3, said Block 45. 

ALSO TOGETHER WITH that portion of vacated Trade Street and vacated front Street whldllnured 
thereto by Ordinance No. 63·82, recorded Nay 6, 1982 In Reel 280, page 895. 

EXCEPTING THEREFRON that portion lying Westerly of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway. 

TRACfB: 
7S 3W 27BA, tax lots 2000 and 3000 
A«ount Nos. R89310 and R89312 

Beginning at the point of intersection of the East line of Front Street, City of Salem, Marion COunty, 
Oregon, and the North line of Trade Street; 
Thence North 22° 32' East along the East line of said Front Street, 79.93 feet; 
Thence SOuth 67° 19' East, 82.43 feet; 

1!\en<e North 22° 39. East 79.32 feet; 
Thence SOuth 17° 1. East, 124.49 feet; 
Thence SOutheasterly along a 328.5 foot radius curve to the lett (the dlord of whldl bears SOUth 
13° 1' East, 5.88 feet) a distance of 5.88 feet to a point on the West line of the alley in Blod< 46, 
Salem; 
Thence SOuthwesterty along the West line of said alley In Block 46, 56.17 feet to a point on the 
North line of said Trade Street; 
Thence Northwesterly along the North line of said Trade Street to the point of beginning, 

ALSO: Beginning at the point of intersection of the North line ofTrade Street, City of Salem, 
~!arion county, oregon, and the East line of the alley In Blod< 46, safem; · 
1hence North 22° 32. East, along the East line of said alley, 38.14 feet; Then<e SOutheasterly 
along the arc of a 328.5 foot radius curve to the 
lett (the chord of 1-ihldl bears SOuth 22° 42. E<~st 54.13 feet) a distance of 54.19 feet to a point on 
the North line of said Trade Street; 
Thence Northwesterly along the North line of said Trade Street 38.43 feet to the point of 
beginning. 
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ALSO TOGrn-tER WI'rH those portions of vacated Trade Street, and those portiOns of vacated 
Front Street, and those portions of the vacated alley In Block 46, aty of Salem, that Inures to said 
parcels by 
operation Of law, by Salem Ordinance No. 63·82, recorded on ~lay 6, 1982, In Reef 280, Page 895, 
Film Records for Marton COUnty, Oregon. 

SAVE AND EXCEPT from the above desoibed tracts, that portion of the property lying below a 
depth of 500 feet, measured vertically, from the contour of the surface of said property, as 
reserved by South em Pad ftc Transportatlon Company, a Delaware corporation, in deed recorded 
on November 6, 1979, Jn Reel191, Page 6, Film Records for Matfon County, Oregon, and by Marlon 
County tax roll for 2003·2004 tax year, (7-3W-27BA, Tax Lot 1900 SU). 
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Exhlblt"B" 

Permitted Exceptions 

0 

1. Rights of the public and governmental bodies in and to that portion of the premises herein 
described lyl119 below the high water mark of Wlllamette River and the ownership of the State of 
Oregon In and to that portion lying below the high water mark thereof. 

2. Any adverse dalm based upon the assertion that some portion of said land has been removed 
from or brought within the boundaries thereof by an avulsive movement of the Wlllamette River 
and t-1111 Creek (now known as Pringle Creek) or has been formed by the process of accretion or 
reliction or has been created by artificial means or has accreted to such portion so created. 

3. Rights of the public and of governmental bodies In and to that portion of the premises herein 
described lyJ119 below the high water mark of Mill Creek (now known as Pringle Creek) • 

4 • The terms and provisions contained In the document entitled "Deed" recorded April 27, 
1909 in Volume 107, Page 0233 Deed Records 

(Affects Parcell) 

s. An easement for utilities and lnddental purposes, recorded June 23, 1919 In Volume 149, Page 
0412 Deed Records 
ln Favor of: City of Salem 
Affects: Parcels I and V 

6. Reservation of utilities In vacated street area and the right to maintain the same as set forth in 
Ordinance No. 2740 dated October 30, 1930 

(Affects Parcel No. V) 

7, Reservation of utilities In vacated street area and the right to maintain the same as set forth In 
Oty of salem Ordinance , a copy of which was recorded December 29, 1937, Volume 230, Page 
0524, Deed Records, 

(Affects Parcel V) 

a. Reservation of utilities in vacated street area and the right to maintain th~ same as ~t forth In 
Ordinance No. 3531 a copy of which was recorded July 14, 1941 as Volume 261, Page 0217 Deed 
Records 

(Affects Parcel No. V) 

9. Covenants, conditions, restrictions and easements In the d<xument recorded August 30, 1941 In 
Volume 262, Page 0694 of Deed Records , but deleting any covenant, condition or restriction 
lndicati119 a preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, 
familial status, national origin, sexual orientation; marital status, ancestry, source of Income or 
disablllty1 to the extent such covenants, conditions or restrictions violate Title 42, Section 
3604(c), of the United States Codes. Lawful restrictions under state and federal law on the age of 
occupants In senior housing or housing for older persons shall not be construed as restrictions 
based on familial status. 

(Affects Parcelll and V) 
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10. ReseJYation of utilities in vacated street area and the right to maintain the same as set forth In 

Ordinance No. 5750 a copy of which was recorded June 03, 1964 in volume 586, Page 0634, 
Deed Records. 

(Affects a portion of Front Street in Parcel I) 

11. Reservation of utilities ln vacated street area and the right to maintain the same as set forth In 
Ordinance No. 5772 a copy of which was recorded July 31, 1964 in Volume 589, Page 0201, 
Deed Records. 

(Affects Parcel V) 

12. Mineral Reservation as contained In Deed recorded November 06, 1979 In Reel191~ Page 0006 
Film Records from Grantor excepts from the property hereby conveyed that portion thereof lying 
below a depth of 500 feet, measured vertically, from the contour of the surface of said property; 
however, Grantor or Its successors and assigns shall not have the right for any purpose 
whatsoever to enter upon, into or through U~e surface of said property or any. part thereof lying 
betweeh 'said surface and 500 feet below said surface to Southern Padtlc·Transportatlon 
Company, a Delaware corporation. 

(Affects Parcel I (Tax Lot 1800) and Parcel IV (Tax Lots 2000 and 3000)) 

13. An easement for utilities and lnddental purposes, recorded June 12, 1980 In Reel 215, Page 04·18 
Film Records 
In Favor of: Portland General Electric Company, an Oregon corporation 
Affects: Parcels I and V 

14. ReseiYatlon of utilities In vacated street area and the right to maintain the same as set forth in 
Ordinance No. 63-82 a copy of which was recorded ~lay 06, 1982 In Reel 280, Page 0895, Film 
Records. 

(Affects Parcels r, III and IV) 

JS. Reservation of easement In deed for non-exclusive roadway easement for Ingress and egress 
Grantor: The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railroad company( formerly Burlington Northern 

Railroad Company), a Corporation Grantee: Boise Cascade Corporation, a Delaware corporation 
Dated: April21, 1997 Recorded: Nay 14, 1997 In Reel1393, Page 0260 Film Records. 

(Affects Parcels VI and VII) 

16. Mineral Reservation as contained In Deed recorded May 14, 1997 In Reel13931 Page 0260 from 
All of the coal, oil, gas, casing· head gas and all ores and minerals of every kind and nature, 
Including sand and gravel to The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railroad Company. 

(Affects Parcels VI and VII) 

17. The fact, as disclosed by that certain document recorded May 14, 19971n Reel1393, Page 0260, 
Film Records, that some violation of the environmental protection laws may have occured which 
may affect the land. 

(Affects Parcels VI and VII) 
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Matter as shown on ALTA Survey, prepared by Barker Surveying Co., Dated December 31, 2005, 
Job Number 05055, which are as follows: 

Any effect of a portion of the building located on Parcel v encroa<:hing onto the adjoining 
property to the South. 

Any effect of the building located on Par<:el m encroaching onto the adJoining property on the 
North. 
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REEL:2902 PAGE: 54 

December 21, 2007, 04:04pm. 

CONTROL#: 212933 

State of Oregon 
County of Marion 

I hereby certify that the attached 
Instrument was received and duly 
recorded by me In Marion County 
records: 

FEE:$ 56.00 

BILL BURGESS 
COUNTY CLERK 

THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE. 
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REEL: 3261 PAGE: 4 

February 16, 2011, 03:55pm. 

CONTROL #: 288815 

State of Oregon 
County of Marion 

I hereby certify that the attached 
instrument was received and duly 
recorded by me in Marion County 
records: 

FEE:$ 76.00 

BILL BURGESS 
COUNTY CLERK 

THIS IS NOT AN INVOICE. 



Exhibit C 

MULTI-UNIT HOUSING TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM APPLICATION WRITTEN 
STATEMENT 

APPLICANT/OWNER: 

Pringle Square North, LLC 
201 Ferry Street SE 
Suite 400 
Salem, OR 97301 

APPLICANT'S REPRESENTATIVE: 

Mark D. Shipman 
Saalfeld Griggs PC 
PO Box 470 
Salem, Oregon 97308 
(503) 399-1070 

I. GENERAL 

A. Existing Comprehensive Plan Designation and Zoning: 

The subject property is located at 230 Front Street SE in Salem (Marion County Assessor's 
Map No. 07-3W-27BA tax 1600, 2000, 2100 and 3000) (herein the "Subject Property") 
and is legally described on Exhibit A, attached hereto. The total acreage of the Subject 
Property is 2.65 acres. Of those 2.65 acres, 1.41 acres will be used to site the proposed 
use. See Exhibit D-2, attached hereto. The remainder of the site will be developed with 
office or commercial uses. 

The Subject Property is designated "Mixed Use" in the Salem Area Comprehensive Plan 
(SACP) and zoned South Waterfront Mixed Use (SWMU). 

B. Request: 

Applicant requests approval to receive certain tax benefits pursuant to the City's Multi-Unit 
Housing Tax Incentive Program. SRC 2.800- 2.835. Applicant is working with Marquis 
Companies to develop 46 dwelling units in a 38,000 square foot acute rehabilitation center 
serving both sub-acute patients and long term residents alike. 

C. last Deed of Record: 

The Subject Property is owned by Pringle Square North, LLC. The last deed of record is 
attached as Exhibit B. 

D. Site Plan: 

See Site Plan attached as Exhibit D· 1. 

MU HTI p APPLICATION WR1TIEN STATE,\IENT (PRINGLE SQUARE NORTH LLC) 
H:\Docs\23000-23499\23001 \MUHTJP SNF\ Written Statement.doc (NKB:]sm} 
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ExhibitC 

E. Project Description: 

a. Dwelling Units 

This proposal includes 52 beds in 46 dwelling units. 

b. Structures 

This proposal includes one primary structure: a 2-story, 38,000 square foot acute 
rehabilitation center designed to serve both sub-acute patients and long term residents alike. The 
buildings will be light gauge steel stud, type 2 construction. 

c. Site 

The site plan is attached as Exhibit D-1. The parcel is approximately 2.65 acres, however 
the proposed use will cover 1.41 acres. The structures described above will cover approximately 
34% of the portion of the site designated for this use. Approximately 26% of the site will be 
retained as open space with an additional 2,140 square feet of rooftop terraces incorporated into 
the building's design. 

d. Access 

As shown on the site plan included with this submittal, access for the project will be off of 
Front Street SE and Commercial St. SE (ingress only). Additionally, pedestrian facilities are 
proposed, as set forth below, to increase connectivity at the southern end of the property to 
Commercial Street The pedestrian facility will link to the development (The Residences at 
Riverfront Park) to the West also owned by the Applicant, and continue on to Riverfront Par!<. 

e. Parking and Circulation 

The development will include approximately 40 parking spaces. Of these 40 stalls, 32 will 
be standard size, 5 will be compact, and 3 will be accessible. 

Within the development, a circular driveway will be located at the front entrance of the 
building and will provide a connection to the primary access point at Front Street SE.. Parking 
areas for the project, as well as the future commercial or office development on the parcel, will be 
accessible from the main access at Front Street SE. 

f. Landscaping 

Landscaping will be provided in accordance with the requirements of Salem's 
Development Code, 

F. Public Benefits 

The following is a summary of some of the benefits this project will provide: 

• This will be a quality residential and medical use development with construction costs 
estimated around $13,000,000. 

MU HTl P APPLICATION WRITIEN STATEMENT (PRINGLE SQUARE NORTH LLC) 
H:\Oocs\23000-23499\23001 \,v\UHTIP SNF\Written Statement.doc (NKB:jsm} 
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Exhibit C 

• The Acute Rehab Center also adds 66 new full-time jobs to the downtown, with year
round, round-the-clock professional staff who can help activate the core - dine, shop, 
worship, recreate, live in the downtown. This will become one of downtown Salem's 
major employers. 

• ln addition to the skilled care and long-term care, the community at large may utilize the 
facility for outpatient therapy services, including speech, occupational, physical therapy, 
massage and other therapeutic needs. The outpatient program will include cutting edge 
technology and services. 

• The Marquis group plans to provide many clinics, classes and fairs designed around health 
and wellness awareness to the community at large. These classes and clinics will be 
available regularly with many events scheduled later in the evening to allow more 
opportunities for those who work during the day to attend. 

• The Acute Rehabilitation Center will jump-start redevelopment of the former mill site, 
reshaping investors' perceptions about the future for Salem's downtown core. The project 
will also likely catalyze more residential and commercial development in the core area. 

The applicant commissioned ECONorthwest to complete a study of economic benefits related 
to this project. That report is attached hereto as Exhibit F. In summary, the economic analysis will 
show that: 

• The construction phase of this project will create and support 256 jobs, creating labor 
income of approximately $9 million. 

• The economic stimulus created through this project during the constr.uction phase will 
be over $17.6 million, including labor income as noted above. 

• After construction, this development will support approximately 127 jobs annually, 
creating labor income of approximately $6.3 million and will stimulate annual 
economic output in excess of $10.7 million. 

• Over the ten year period, this development would generate in excess of $106 mlllion 
dollars in overall economic impact. 

• The tax abatement requested would cost the City almost $195,000 in foregone revenue 
over the ten year period. However, in the first year after the abatement ends, it is 
anticipated that the City would receive approximately $386,000 in property tax 
revenue, $366,000 of which would be net new. Based on this information, the 
development would only require one year to compensate the City for its foregone 
revenue, over the prior ten year period of abatement. 

A number of specific design elements befitting the general public have been identified by 
the City as specific examples of the types of elements the City wl!l consider as relevant in the 
approval analysis. See SRC 2.815. The specific elements which are relevant to this development 
are provided below in bold along with the City's description of that benefit in italics. Applicant 
then provides an explanation of how the proposed development incorporates those elements into 
the project's design. 

Recreation facilities. The term //recreation facility" is not defined, but given the other possible 
public benefits, should probably be construed rather narrowly to exclude entertainment venues 
like bingo halls or theaters. 

MUHTIP APPLICATION WRITIEN STATEMENT (PRiNGLE SQUARE NoRT/1 LLC) 
I \:\Docs\23000-23499\23001 \MUHTIP SNF\Written Statement-doc (NKB:Jsm) 
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Exhlbit C 

Finding: The development will contain pedestrian amenities and ,\inking connections to the 
adjacent residential development (The Residences at Riverfront Park) and existing park fad lities. 
The development will incorporate open spaces into its design as well as rooftop terraces which 
will increase interaction between. Developing residential uses in this location will also enhance 
the facilities already in place at Riverfront Park as it will increase activity and facilitate access to a 
corner of Riverfront Park that is somewhat isolated. 

Open spaces. Generally these are thought of as occurring at ground level, but roof gardens are also 
considered open spaces. 

Finding: The development will incorporate open spaces into its design. Approximately 26% of the 
site will be reserved as open space. Rooftop terraces will be a key design feature with over 2,100 
square feet of rooftop terrace space incorporated into the building design, in addition to the 
16,000 square feet (26% of the site) available as landscaped open space. These terraces will be 
available to the residents and employees of the facility and witt facility increased interaction 
between the residents of the facility and the surrounding area. In addition, assuming the 
Residences MUHTIP application is fully approved, and this MUHTIP application is fully approved, 
the owner will be enhancing the creek area along Pringle Creek that will include more 
landscaping, walking, viewing areas, and seating in a unique setting. 

Special architectural features. This very broad category is difficult to interpret and again the 
burden of proof lies with the proponent. It could be construed to include such things as the use of 
extraordinary materials or the restoration of missing historic features based on photographic or 
physical evidence. 

Finding: As discussed above, the building will incorporate over 2,100 square feet of rooftop 
terrace space. 

Dedication of land or facilities for public use. As used here, the term ''public use" appears to refer 
,to dedications like park land or path right of way. 

Finding: Assuming applications for both this project and the residential project proposed on the 
adjacent property to the west are approved, the Applicant proposes to enhance the area around 
Pringle Creek and.to provide public access along this waterway, providing a link to the park, river, 
and future amenities which may be contained on the remainder of the former Boise Cascade site. 
The Applicant has also incorporated a pedestrian path, across its property, to facilitate a link from 
Commercial Street directly to Riverfront Park. 

Development or redevelopment of underutilized or blighted property. The terms underutilized 
and blighted are somewhat subjective. Applicants should supply their reasoning in making a 
determination that the subject property is blighted or underutilized. 

Finding: The Boise Cascade property has sat vacant since that company ceased operations. 
Demolition of certain buildings occurred approximately 5 years ago on the North Block and part 
of the South Block. However, the Subject Properly has remained in a vacant state and used 
sporadically for parking and storage/staging of construction materials and equipment for other 
projects since that time. Redeveloping the former industrial site to a mixture of residential and 
commercial uses is a beneficial use of the site, and one which will help provide the resources to 
continue development of the remainder of the Boise Cascade site further south. 

1Y\UHT!P APPLICATION WRITIF.N STATEMENT (PRiNGLE SQUARE NoRTH LLC) 
H:\Docs\23000-23499\23001 \MUHTIP SNF\Written Statement.doc (NKB:jsm) 
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Exhibit C 

Provision of pedestrian-oriented design features. As typically used the term "pedestrian-oriented" 
includes such amenities as storefronts, sidewalk seating, drinking fountains, dedicated pathways, 
etc. 

Finding: As discussed above, the Applicant could be enhancing the area around Pringle Creek 
and providing a direct pedestrian link from Commercial Street to Riverfront Park, which will be 
dedicated to the public. These areas will be developed solely for use by pedestrians and bicycles. 
A direct access to the south side of Riverfront Park will be developed, and the Pringle Creek 
waterway will be made available- both of which have been restricted to the general public as long 
as Boise Cascade owned the site. 

Extra costs associated with infill or redevelopment projects, such as land assembly, 
environmental cleanup, demolition, and infrastructure replacement or expansion. As above, 
demonstration of extra cost is the responsibility of the applicant and it should include some 
comparative basis for the argument. 

Finding: This project will be constructed on non-native soils. As such, there are additional 
engineering and construction costs associated with the redevelopment of this property. In 
addition, there are additional infrastructure costs associated with redevelopment of this property. 
For example, when Boise Cascade owned the Subject Property, they had their own electrical 
substation that served as the hub to distribute power to the entire property. When Boise ceased 
operations, they removed the substation. To now extend power to the Subject Property and North 
Block will require extensive engineering design and construction to extend power service to the 
Subject Property. In addition, a number of operational and abandoned utilities traverse the site 
and must be relocated in order to construct improvements on the property. Other,new utilities 
need to be designed and extended, such as the power service described above. 

Development on existing surface parking lots. This is a straightforward criterion. 

Finding: The site is currently vacant, with the only development being the existing pavement and 
'compacted gravel lots which were previously used for the now demolished building and surface 
parking. This area will be redeveloped to accommodate the acute rehab facility. 

II. CONCLUSION: 

The City's "Standards and Guideline" materials for the Multi Unit Housing Tax Incentive 
Program describe the program as one that " ... is established as a balanced exchange of a public 
benefit for an exemption from future taxation." 

As discussed above, the cost to the City in foregone revenue is about $195,000 over the ten 
year period that the abatement would be in place. 

In relation to those costs, Applicant has set forth the benefits which the public would 
receive through this project. In the first year after the abatement ends, the City would receive 
approximately $386,000 in property tax revenue, $366,000 of which would be net new. The 
benefits from substantially increased tax revenue aside, the property owners are proposing to 
enhance access to the creek and provide an access to the southern portion of Riverfront Park in a 
way, and at a cost which exceeds what is required under the Code. The attached economic report 
estimates a substantial dollar value associated with the economic activity stimulated by the 

MUHTIP APPLICATION WRITIEN STATF.MF.NT (PRJNGLE SQUARE NoRTH LLC) 
H:\Docs\23000-23499\23001 \MUHTIP SNF\WriUen Statement.doc (NK[J:jsm) 
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Exhibit C 

construction of this project and the influx of residents working and living in this area. The Marquis 
facility would immediately become one of the largest employers in the downtown core and having 
well-paid employees at the facility around the clock will promote a more vibrant downtown 
environment- especially in the evenings and on the weekends. Likewi'se, the impact of cleaning 
up a vacant and unproductive site that is an eyesore in a prime location in downtown and 
adjacent to Riverfront Park cannot be quantified, but should be considered a significant public 
benefit. 

The Applicant respectfully requests that this request be granted. The benefits to the public 
far outweigh to cost to the City of the foregone tax revenue. Based on the foregoing, this proposal 
is eligible to receive the full extent of tax abatement available under the Multi-Unit Housing Tax 
Incentive Program. 

MUHTIP APPLICATION WRJTIF.N STATEMENT (PRJNCLE SQUARE NORT/1 LLC) 
H!\Oocs\23000-23499\23001 \MU HTIP SNF\ Wtitten Statement.doc (NKB!jsm) 
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AT YOUR SERVICE 

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
555 Liberty Street SE I Room 325 • Salem OR 97301-3513 • Phone 503-588-6211 • Fax 503-588-6025 

November 9, 2012 

Nathan Boderman 
Real Property and Land Use 
Saafeld Griggs PC 
Park Place, Suite 300 
250 Church Street SE 
Salem OR 97301 

SUBJECT: Boise Cascade- Park Block 
230 Front Street SE 

Dear"Mr. Bodennan: 

RECE\\/E[) 
NOV 13 2012 

SAALFELD GRIGGS PC 

. The Public Works Department has reviewed the applicant's preliminary plan and utility concepts 
for this site that was submitted to the Community Development Department on October 30, 
2012. The water and sewer infrastruchlre are located in Front Street SE and appear to be 
adequate to serve the proposed development, should the necessary access across the railroad 
right-of-way be secured. Stotmwater infrastructure is located adjacent to the property and 

. appears to be adequate to serve the proposed development. Water, sanitary sewer, and 
stormwater quality facilities consistent with the Public Works Design Standards are required as a 
condition of development. 

s~ -/Vu{ 
Lyle J, Mt P.E. 
Assistant GhiefDevelopment Engineer 

TLC/JP:\\ALLC!TY\AMANDAIA}.{ANDAA TIACHMENTS\PW DOCUMENTS\BOISE CASCASDE PARK BLOCK WILL SERVE.OOC 

cc: File 

Engineering Division 
Purl<s and Tnmspottaiion 

SeNices Division 
555 Uberty Stleet 5£ I Room 325 

Salem OR 97301-3513 
Phone 503-588·6211 

fax 503-588·6025 

Operations Division 
1410 2()1h Street SE I Build~ 2 

Solem OR <)7302-1209 
Phone 503-588·6063 

Fax 503·588-6480 

Parks Op<uallons 
1460 2olh Street SE/ Building 14 

Salem OR 9730~-1'!.09 
Phone 503-588·6336 

fax 503-588·6305 

Willow Lake Wa.ter Pollution 
Control FacjiRIIIIIEEEii'illlllllll~ 

s?ts'lrUldsor~s~o EXHIBIT 
Keller OR ?73 
Phone 503-58 1:1 E 

Fad03-588 ~ 

•:• ADA Accommodations Will Be Provided Upon Request •!• 



To be submitted at a later date 
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March 29, 2013 

Hand Delivery 

Linda Norris 
City Manager 
City of Salem 
555 Liberty St. SE, Room 220 
Salem, OR 97301 

Dear Linda: 

RE: Marquis Companies Project 
Our File No: 23001 

As you know, our office has been working with Mountain West Investment Corporation and Marquis 
Companies to develop a 38,000 square foot post-acute rehab facility on a portion of the former Boise 
cascade site. We have Included a number of materials that will Illustrate the kind of facility Marquis 
Companies proposes to develop in downtown Salem, will demonstrate how this facility ~Ill contribute to 
a vibrant environment and catalyze further development on the site, and will assist those reviewing the 
Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program, and the easement requests pending before City Council. 

Marquis Companies was founded over 20 years ago and successfully operates more than 25 facilities 
across six states, including Oregon. The program description included with these materials highlights 
the kinds of services that Marquis will provide at this new location. Marquis has been able to 

' differentiate itself In the marketplace by providing a different approach to rehab care. In addition to the 
skilled care that this facility will provide to Its residents, Marquis will also provide health and wellness 
services to the general public. 

Marquis has been looking for locate a facility in Salem for several years. Marquis is looking to make a 
substantial Investment in this property, and anticipates that this facility will be In place and operational 
for the next 30~50 years. The opportunity to locate in an Interactive downtown environment that 
provides park and service amenities for Its clients and employees, and Is located approximately one mile 
from Salem Hospital, makes this site ideal for Marquis Companies and provides an option not currently 
available for those in this City that desire the level of care and service that Marquis will provide. 

The proposed building would be located on the northern portion of the site, to the east of the railroad 
tracks. The site Is approximately 1.4 acres, which Is just over 10% of the total size of the former Boise 
Cascade site. As you can see on the attached site plan; the building has been designed to maximize the 
space on the site by manipulating the traditional building design to conform to the transportation 
infrastructure barriers on this particular site- specifically the area where Front Street and the railroad 

Pad< Ploce, Suitu 300 
250 Church Street SE 
Sal~m, Otegon 97301 

Post Of/f(e Box 470 
Salem, Oregon 97308 

tel 503.399.1070 
tax 503.371.2?27 

WW\'/,S!)iaw,•;tm1 
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tracks come together. In that way, the building will be situated to Increase the potential usefulness of a 
difficult location on the site. The location of the building relative to Front Street will allow Mountain 
West Investment Corporation to retain the remainder of the parcel for a future user which will benefit 
from better exposure and easier access to Front Street and Commercial Street. Unlike other Marquis 
facilities, this building has been designed as a 2-story structure, again, to make most efficient use of this 
area of the site. 

Marquis has demonstrated a commitment to quality construction as well as well-planned Interior and 
exterior designs and finishes. The materials that you have been provided Include the latest renderings 
which lllustrate how the facility would interact with its surroundings. Marquis has worked with local 
architectural firm CB2, to design a facility which promotes Interaction between the residents and 
pedestrians passing by. A number of common areas and therapy areas have been placed towards the 
perimeter of the building and designed with ample windows. Rooftop gardens and outdoor areas have 
been specifically designed for the Salem Marquis facility. A preliminary drawing of the building's Interior 
layout, as well as a description of the interior elements common across the Marquis brand has been 
Included for your review as well. As you will see, Marquis has created a hotel-like environment, focused 
on modern amenities and an Intentional move away from the traditional institutional feel of other 
facilities focused on post-acute rehab care. 

The Boise Cascade property has sat vacant and unproductive for 7 years. This project, along with the 
118-unlt multifamily Residences at Riverfront Park development, will be the first phase in the total 
redevelopment of the former Boise Cascade site. Despite years of efforts, finding a tenant with enough 
interest in pursuing development on this property has been difficult. This property has been marketed 
directly to a number of potential users and at a number of industry conventions, to little avail. Securing 
a quality user that intends to develop a difficult portion of the property at this time would be crucial 
towards development of the remainder of the site. · 

The economic Impacts of the consttuction and operation of this facility are tremendous. A report 
completed by ECONorthwest, an excerpt of which Is included In your materials, shows that the 
construction and first year of operation of the facility will generate an economic impact of over $28 
million In the area. The facility will support 175 construction jobs, and will support 70 jobs annually 
once the facility Is fully operational. Beyond simply returning activity to an Important area of the 
downtown core, this business will become orthe major employers downtown and a catalyst for further 
development of the Boise Cascade site and hopefully adjacent areas downtown. 

There are a number of challenges and costs associated with developing this site. To mitigate some of 
the extra costs associated with developing the site, Mountain West investment Corporation and 
Marquis are requesting a temporary tax abatement through Salem's Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive 
Program (MUHTIP). According to ECONorthwest, the City would forego $19,500 in revenue from the 
abatement over the 10 year period. ·Once the abatement ends, tax revenue from the development 
would be $38,600, about $36,600 of which would be net new, resulting .directly from the property 
improvements proposed. In only one year, property tax revenues from this development would more 
than offset the foregone revenue from the abatement of property taxes. 

This project would be a positive addition to the South Waterfront Mixed Use zone, and downtown 
Salem. The stated purpose of that zone is to further economic development and support creation of a 
vibrant downtown within the City of Salem. On March 19th, the Planning Commission voted 
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unanimously that the use proposed by Marquis was permitted according to the code and conformed to 
the purpose and intent of the SWMU zone. · 

I hope that you find the material Included with this letter helpful and informative. More so, I hope that 
you will lend your support to this proposal and agree that this will be an asset to the City. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me directly with any questions or comments you may have regarding this proposal. 

Sl~ 

~
1 

ARK D. SHIPMAN 
shlpman@sglaw.com 
Ice Message #310 

MDS:]sm 
Enclosure 
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Marquis Companies 

P·rogram Descriptio·n 



MARQUIS SALEM POST-ACUTE REHAB 

uA life Well lived" 

Marquis Salem Post-Acute Rehab will focus on all residents In the Salem area who need a higher level of 

medical care and desire a hospitality oriented environment, whether they are a young car accident 

victim or an aging senior. Today's residents no longer want or expect an institutional or clinical 

environment for their rehab care needs. In fact, what the 11baby boomer" seniors demand for rehab 

care today would more appropriately compare to a high-end hotel complete with fancy lobby, 

concierge/receptionist and top-of-the-line fitness equipment, rehabilitation and meditation/relaxation 

areas. This is exactly what you will see in a modern Post-Acute Rehab facility such as Marquis Salem. 

The boomer seniors and others of younger age who live In the Salem area will have a huge opportunity 

to connect to the resources and services that Marquis Salem will offer. Boomer seniors have 

discretionary income and expect to have access to health and well ness services and resources to help 

them as they continue to live a longer, healthier life. 

Marquis Salem will offer care specifically tailored to each person's needs. A resident will receive 24-

hour medical care by a registered nurse, licensed practical nurses, and nurses' aides under physician 

supervision. Our proximity to Salem Hospital will provide for outstanding interconnectlvity to doctors, 

nurses and hospital discharge planners. Other basic services include laundry, housekeeping, scheduled 

activities, beauticians and meals. We will also have a massage therapist business that will primarily 
cater to the surrounding community as well as residents. Our goal is to help the resident achieve a full 

life rather than focus on limitations associated with a diagnosis. Depending on how much care a 

resident requires, and for how long, Marquis' facilities can provide Skilled Care or Long·term Care. We 

also provide Outpatient Rehab Services and Health & Wellness Community Services and Clinics. 

Skilled Care 

Skilled Care describes a short-term therapeutic solution for people who have acute conditions 

such as a fracture or a stroke, but whose ultimate goal is to return home within 30-45 days after 

receiving the appropriate, rehabilitative care. In these cases, Marquis Salem will provide a range 

of services, including continuous IV, wound care, diabetic management, physical, occupational, 

speech and respiratory therapy, as well as outpatient therapy services and massage. The vast 

majority of residents in Marquis Salem will fall into this category of care. 

In addition to the hospitality oriented environment and care, the resident will also have access 

to private family rooms, an outsld.e balcony and dining areas for entertaining family and guests. 

Due to the unique location of Marquis Salem, family and guests will have close pedestrian 

access and opportunity to enjoy all that downtown Salem has to offer, including restaurants, 

shopping, the library and enjoyment of the park with their loved ones. On average, 85% of our 

residents stay less than 27 days per month at any time. 



long-term Care 

Long-term Care is a solution for people who have disabilities or chronic illnesses that prevent 
them from being able to perform the basic activities of daily life, such as bathing, dressing, 
grooming and eating. Marquis Salem will provide this level of care for a small minority of Its 

residents. On average, 15% of our residents stay less than 27 d~ys per month at any time. 

Outpatient Rehab Services 

The community at large Is welcome to our facility for outpatient therapy services, including 

speech, occupational, physical therapy, massage and other therapeutiC needs. Our therapists 
are trained to assess each Individual's needs and establish a customized plan oftreatment 
designed to promote the greatest degree of function and independence possible. We provide 
therapy programs that teach clients and family members the techniques necessary to restore 
function and Improve overall health. Our outpatient program will also Include cutting edge 
technology and services, Including the following: 

OmniVR (Virtual Rehab System}- this Is a state-of-the-art rehabllftation program that 
utilizes virtual reality to make therapy more fun and rewarding. OmniVR is designed 

specifically for the senior population and Is tailored to the needs of each participant. 
The technology Is the first of its kind and it's making life for our residents, and the 
community, healthier and more fulfilled. 

ACP (Accelerated Care P.lus) Is at the forefront of clinical Innovation, providing patented 

medical technologies, proven clinical pathways, and on-site education that will enhance 
rehab and clinical outcomes for residents. 

Stand Strong is a collaborative effort to reduce the frequency and severity of falls. 

Developed through intensive research to determine why falls occur, and the best ways 
to prevent them. 

Health & Wellness Community Services 

Our Trusted Advisors (nurses and professional guests} at Marquis Salem will also provide many 
clinics, classes and fairs designed around heaith and wellness awareness to the community at 

large. These classes and clinics will be available regularly with many events sc;heduled later In 
the evening to allow more opportunities for those who work during the day to attend. The types 
of clinics and classes that will be offered to the community include: 

Balance Training, Signs of Dementia, Medicare Benefits, Diabetic Management, Home 
t 

Health Benefits, Healthy Diet and Cooking, Proper Exercise Techniques and Personal 



Training, Routine Biometric Testing, Routine Blood Pressure Monitoring and Guidance, 

Etc. In addition, as stated earlier, Marquis Salem will have a massage therapy service 

tailored for anyone in the community by appointment and walk-in clients, when 

available. 

Marquis Employment 

In addition to the resident, family and service connectivity to the surrounding community, 

Marquis Salem will also have in excess of 50 full time employees. We will provide a mix of 

salaried and hourly positions consisting of upper management, nursing and nursing aides, 

therapists, administrative, marketing, sales, activities, dietary, housekeeping and maintenance. 

The location of Marquis Salem will present our employees with ample opportunities to 

interconnect with the local downtown area, from shopping ancj eating, to enjoying the library, 

parks, theatres, bars, etc. that downtown Salem offers. 

Home Care services 

Marquis Salem will also have further outreach into the local community through its home care 

services, called Marquis at Home. Based on need and a doctor's recommendations, we will 

develop an ongoing plan of care to make sure that one can live life fully every day in their own 

home. Our team of professional care providers will communicate with your doctor regularly to 

measure your progress and assure the best care. Whether one is recovering from surgery, has a 

chronic illness or just needs some extra help with day-to-day activities, Marquis at Home will 

give an appropriate level of assistance one might need in the comfort of their own home. 

At the end of the day, Marquis believes that health belongs to each of us. We intend to make sure that 

one's time with us Is active, happy and engaging. Regardless of age, health or physical condition, we 

find ways to help one live life fully and continually connected to the community around them. This 

philosophy guides every level of our company, from Marquis' founder to our newest employee and 

helps to define a life well lived for all of us. Marquis Salem will be a vibrant addition to the community. 
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Marquis Companies· Post·Acute Rehabilitation Center 

Proposi;ll 

Mountain West Investment, 
owner of the former Boise 
Cascade mill site in 
downtown Salem, requests 
City of Salem development 
approvals for a post-acute 
rehabilitation center to be 
operated by Marquis 
Companies. The owner is 
also seeking approval for 
inclusion in the City's Multi
Unit Housing Tax Incentive 
Program. 

Rationale 

• This will be a quality post-acute rehabilitation center with construction costs estimated around 
$9,500,000 and will support 175 jobs ln Marion County during the construction of the facility. 

4l The Post-Acute Rehab Center also adds 70 new full-time jobs to the downtown, with year
round, round-the-clock professional staff who can help activate the core -dine, shop, worship, 
recreate, live in the downtown. This will become one of downtown Salem's major employers. 
The facility will directly and indirectly support 127 jobs in Marion County while operational. 

• Over $28,000,000 In total economic contributions to the downtown community and beyond 
(physical and economic development from construction, new business, new residents and other 
new spending) will be realized within the first 2 years of this project. 

o In addition to the skilled care and long-term care, the community at I<Jrge may utilize the facility 
for outpatient therapy services, including speech, occupational, physical therapy, massage and 
other therapeutic needs. The outpatient program will include cutting edge technology and 
services. 

• The Marquis group plans to provide many clinics, classes and fairs designed around health and 
wellness awareness to the community at large. These classes and clinics will be available 
regularly with many events scheduled later In the evening to allow more opportunities for those 
who work during the day to attend. 

o The Acute Rehabilitation Center will jump-start redevelopment of the former mill site, reshaping 
Investors' perceptions about the future for Salem's downtown core. The project will also likely 
catalyze more residential and commercial development In the core area. 

Public Amenities 

v Recreation facilities and open spaces- Pringle Creek enhancement and pedestrian amenities 
v Dedication of land or facilities for public use 
v Development I redevelopment of underutilized or blighted property 
v Extra costs associated with infl!l or redevelopment 

~) 
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Exterior Renderings 



MARQUIS SALEM FRONT STREET, SALEM, OREGON 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY 
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MARQuIs SALEM FRONT STREET, SALEM, OREGON 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY 



MARQUIS SALEM FRONT STREET, SALEM, OREGON 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY 



Interior Renderings 
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Interior L,ayout 
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Economic Impacts 



Anticipated Economic Impacts 

lm~act Measure One-Time (2013) Annual (2014+) 

Output $17,682,031 $10,712,168 

Value Added $11,181,037 $7,684,080 

Labor Income $9,094,259 $6,393,316 

Jobs 256 119 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Inveshnent Corporation and IMP~AN. 

Value Added 

Labor Income 

Jobs 

$9,503,757 $8,178,274 

$6,735,273 $4,445,764 $11,181,037 

$6,215,638 $2,878,621 

175 81 

$9,094,259 

256 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation 
and IMPLAN. 

Value Added 

Labor Income 

Jobs 

$5,905,397 $4,506,191 $10,411 ,588 

$4,939,880 

$4,741,161 

70 

$2,591,429 

$1,541,358 

44 

$7,531,309 

$6,282,519 

114 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation 
and IMPLAN. 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

This report was prepared by Lorelei Juntunen, Alexandra Reese, and Carsten Jensen of 
ECONorthwest, which is solely responsible for its content. 

ECONorthwest specializes in economics, planning, and finance. Founded in 197 4, we're one of the 
oldest independent economic consulting firms in the Pacific Northwest. ECONorthwest has extensive 
experience applying rigorous analytical methods to examine the benefits, costs, and other economic 
effects of environmental and natural resource topics for a diverse array of public and private clients 
throughout the United States and across the globe. 

For more information about ECONorthwest, visit our website at www.econw.com. 

For more information about this report, please contact: 

Lorelei Juntunen 
ECONorthwest 
222 SW Columbia Street 
Portland, OR 97201 
503-222-6060 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The City has received a proposal from Mountain West Investment Corporation (MWIC) to 
develop a post acute rehabilitation center (P ARC) in downtown Salem. This development 
would provide the City of Salem with facilities for people recovering from post acute care and 
therapeutic services, increased pedestrian connectivity, and improved future development 
opportunities in the area. MWIC is requesting a ten-year property tax abatement for the 
development under the Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program (MUHTIP). 

This document evaluates some of the benefits and costs of the proposed development to the 
City of Salem, and may serve as a decision making tool for the City as it considers the MUHTIP 
request. Table 1 and Table 2 (next page) summarize the benefits and costs associated with the 
proposed development. Given the set of assumptions and methods used in this analysis, these 
findings indicate that the benefits associated with the development outweigh the costs. 

From construction, Marion County would receive a one-time net economic benefit of nearly 
$17.7 million.l Although this benefit flows to the entire County, the City of Salem will 
experience much of its impact. This activity includes $9.1 million in labor income and 256 jobs. 

During the abatement period, the City and County would continue to experience ongoing 
economic impacts from PARC operations totaling approximately $10.7 million per year. After 
the abatement ends, the City and County would continue to receive $10.7 million per year in 
economic impacts. These benefits are gross impacts: a portion of these benefits is transferred 
from other locations in the City and is not net new. 

When the abatement expires, the City and Riverfront Downtown Urban Renewal Area 
(RDURA) would also receive a combined $38,600 per year in property tax revenue; $36,600 of 
this revenue would be net new and would not occur without the development. Comparatively 
speaking, the known cost to the City and RDURA is minimal: only $19,500 in foregone revenue 
during the abatement period. 

The unknown opportunity cost of the development is also an important consideration for the 
City. If the City" approves the MUHTIP application for PARC and the development moves 
forward, it loses the opportunity to develop the parcel for a different use in the future. The 
hypothetical benefits associated with other potential uses represent the opportunity cost of the 
current development to the City. It is impossible to predict what other development prospects 
might present themselves in the future and how they might fare relative to PAR C. Therefore, 
we cannot quantify the associated opportunity cost of approving this development now. The 
City must weigh the unknown potential future benefit of some other development against the 
known benefits of the PARC development presented in this memorandum. 

1 This memorandum reports all values in 2013 dollars, unless otherwise specified. 
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Description Benefit 
Fiscal Benefits 

The City of Salem and the RDURA 

The new development will generate 
would receive a combined $38,600 
(2013$) in property tax revenue from 

Tax and URA Contributions property and tax revenue once the 
the development the first year the 

abatement period ends. 
abatement ends. About $36,600 of this 
revenue would be net new. 

Economic Benefits 

Project construction would create 
Construction would spur nearly $17.7 

Construction Jobs and 
income and jobs for construction 

million in output. This activity would 
Spending support $9.1 million in labor income 

contractors and their suppliers. 
and 256 jobs. 
Each year, facility operations would 

Building operations and employee 
support $10.4 million in total economic 
activity, including $7.5 million in value 

Building Operations spending would impact the economy of 
added. This figure includes $6.3 million 

Marion County. 
in labor income, which would sustain 
114 jobs in Marion County. 

The spending of PARC residents Resident spending would support 
Resident Spending would impact the economy of Marion about $300,580 in economic activity, 

County. including 5 jobs. 

Other Benefits 

By initiating new development in the 
The parcel for the proposed PARC is area, PARC will increase property 

Catalyze Future 
highly visible and occupies a critical values of neighboring parcels, some of 
space linking the downtown and the~ which the City owns. Ideally, these 

Development 
riverfront. Its development will increase improvements will catalyze future 
pedestrian flow and safety in the area. development in the area, which is 

critical to the realization of the RDURA. 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation, the City of Salem, and 1M PLAN. 

Notes: 1. Economic impacts from building operations, cafe operations, and resident spending are gross impacts. It is likely that 
some of this economic activity would occur elsewhere in the County if project does not move forward. To the extent that the 
development brings new residents and economic activity to the County, these benefits will be net new. Because there are relatively 
few other facilities of this type in the City (or the region) it is likely that much (if not all) of the activity will be net new. 
2. The PARC development is also associated with the benefits of the proposed on- and off-site improvements described in The 
Residences at Riverfront Park Development Evaluation of Benefits and Costs. To avoid double counting the benefits of these 
improvements, ECONorthwest does not explicitly include them in this analysis. MWIC has stated that these improvements would not 
necessarily occur if the City does not approve the PARC MUHTIP application. Therefore, the realization of the benefits associated 
with these improvements is contingent upon the approval of the abatement for both The Residences at Riverfront Park Development 
and PARC. 
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Description Estimate of Cost 

Fiscal Costs 

During the abatement, the City will not The City and the RDURA would forego 
Tax Revenue receive tax revenue from qualified a total of $19,500 (2013$) in property 

development tax revenue. 

Other Costs 

Construction may cause minimal 
The isolated location of the 

Construction Impacts disruptions to traffic flow, congestion, 
development will mimize construction 

and local businesses. 
related impacts to traffic flow, 
congestion, and local businesses. 

If the City approves the MUHTIP Given that it is impossible to predict 
application for the Residences and the what other development prospects 

Opportunity Cost 
development moves forward, it is might present themselves in the future, 
foregoing the opportunity to develop we cannot quantify the associated 
the parcel for a different use in the opportunity cost of approving this 
future. development now. 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation, the City of Salem, and IMPLAN. 

Assuming the development moves forward as expected, the one-time and ongoing benefits of 
PARC outweigh the known costs. From a fiscal and economic standpoint, the development 
provides significant one-time and ongoing net new economic benefits during the abatement, as 
well as ongoing fiscal and economic benefits after the abatement ends. Because the 
development is unique (relatively few similar facilities appear to exist in the City), much of the 
ongoing economic activity generated at the site is likely to be net new to the economy, rather 
than transferred from another location inside the City. In conjunction with these quantitative 
impacts, the development benefits the public by providing necessary services for people with 
injuries and disabilities. When weighed against both the known (fiscal) and unknown 
(opportunity) costs of the development, the economic benefits associated with PARC supports 
its application for abatement. 

The positive outcomes associated with this project come at a low fiscal cost to the City; therefore, 
the opportunity cost (the loss of the ability for some other development that may be more 
aligned with the City's vision for the area and that may or may not contribute more strongly to 
the economy) is likely the most important consideration for the City. This opportunity cost only 
exists if another proposed development with a higher net benefit is developed on the parcel. 
Although it is not quantifiable, it is an important area of consideration. 

BACKGROUND 
This report provides additional information and analysis in conjunction with an application to 
the City of Salem's Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program (MUHTIP), which abates certain 
portions of eligible development projects. The project applicant, Mountain West Investment 
Corporation (MWIC), has proposed to develop a post acute rehab center (PARC). MWIC is 
requesting abatement on.the entire development. It funded this analysis to provide the City 
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with additional information to assist in the decision making process. The purpose of this report 
is to describe the impacts (both benefits and costs) that accrue to the City of Salem if the project 
is granted the abatement and moves forward. 

Overview of MUHTIP 
The MUHTIP is a ten-year property tax abatement for multiple-unit housing developments in 
core areas of the Salem urban center. Figure 1 outlines this area. Its purpose is to improve the 
balance between commercial and residential development in the downtown core by adding 
new multi-unit housing. Qualifying developments must meet the guidelines set forth in Salem 
Revised Code (SRC) 2.800(c). Summarily, developments must: 

Include at least two permanent dwelling units; 
• Be located within the "Core Area;" and 
• Provide at least one public benefit, as defined in SRC 2.815. 
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Source: The City of Salem Urban Development Department. 

Overview of development project 
MWIC has proposed to construct PARC, a facility that offers residents continual medical care 
and rehabilitation following an acute episode or illness. PARC will be located in the downtown 
area and the Riverfront Downtown Urban Renewal Area (RDURA). Figure 2 shows the 
preliminary site plans for the development. As illustrated, the development will include both a 
residential structure and 40 parking stalls. It will provide a total of 52 beds. 
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Source: Mountain West Investment Corporation 

Mountain West has requested abatement on the PARC development based on the benefits that 
this development would provide to the City of Salem. The project, if developed, would support 
the goals of the MUHTIP by improving the balance between residential and commercial 
development. Ongoing resident spending at local business would support future development. 
In accordance with the stipulations of SRC 2.815, PARC provides additional benefits to the City, 
including facilities for the handicapped and the development of an underutilized property. 

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 

Every investment decision, whether in the public sector or the private sector, attempts to 
maximize the excess of benefits over costs. In the private sector, firms make decisions about 
what type and quantity of goods or services to produce based on their predictions of how much 
consumers will buy at a given price. The difference between the cost of producing these goods 
and services and the revenues received from their sale determines the net benefit of the 
investment decision. The private sector measures the net benefits of an investment decision in 
terms of net revenues, or profits. 

The public sector generally uses a broader definition of net benefits: it may consider both 
revenues and public goals in the decision making process. Benefits might be a feeling of 

· stewardship enjoyed by environmentalists because of legislation to preserve endangered 
species; the sanitation, cleanliness, and convenience enjoyed by residents of a region because of 
an effective system for the disposal of solid waste; or the ability to park in close proximity to 
downtown retail. The analysis supporting decision-making in the public sector considers these 
additional interests. 
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What is Benefit Cost Analysis? 
Benefit-cost analysis (BCA) is the general term used by policy analysts to refer to both a logical 
framework and specific techniques for measuring and comparing all the significant benefits and 
costs of a public policy.2 In a narrow sense, some texts and critiques of BCA refer to it primarily 
as a technique for calculating the net present value of a future stream of direct, quantifiable, 
monetary benefits and costs. In a fuller sense, as we use it here, it is a logical framework that 
helps analysts and decision makers to: (1) identify and quantify all benefits and costs of a 
proposed action, (2) avoid omitting or double-counting benefits or costs, and (3) determine how 
future benefits and costs should be valued today. 

In general, a BCA focuses on knowable project benefit and cost outcomes, including those that 
are easily quantifiable (property tax impacts) and those that are not (the potential for a project 
to catalyze additional development in downtown). 

What Does this BCA Measure? 
This analysis explores the benefits and costs to the City of Salem associated with the proposed 
development project. Two central questions define this analysis: (1) what is the value of the 
development to the City, and (2) how do these values compare during and after the abatement? 
The value of the development consists of both fiscal and non-fiscal benefits and costs. The 
analysis will describe both the one-time these benefits and costs during the ten-year abatement 
period, then describe changes in these elements once the abatement expires. 

This analysis is just one component of the development planning process. It focuses on the 
benefits and costs to the City of approving the MUHTP abatement. Consequently, the analysis 
does not consider: 

Development feasibility from the perspective of the project developer (does the project 
pencil out, and does it need the abatement to be financially feasible from a development 
perspective?); and 
Benefits and costs to the project developer and other (non-City) overlapping taxing 
jurisdictions. 

Each of the benefits identified in this analysis also creates ripple effects in the economy and 
built environment of the study area. ECONorthwest evaluated the following economic and 
fiscal impacts: 

• Direct impacts are those directly generated by the construction of the project and its 
normal operations. They include the jobs and income earned by the workers tasked to 
construct or run the residentiat retail, and parking components of the structure. Direct 
impacts also include economic output generated by or associated with resident spending 
in the community. 

2 Many texts and documents explain the principles of BCA. The definitive federal work on BCA is U.S. Water Resources 
Council, Economic and environmental principles and guidelines for water and related land resources implementation 
studies, 10 March 1983. 
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Secondary impacts are those generated by the construction of the project and its normal, 
ongoing operations. They include the indirect impacts on other businesses that, for 
example, supply goods and services to the construction contractors or the retail 
establishment. Secondary effects also include the induced impacts on local businesses 
due to the increase in disposable income for employees of the development and all the 
businesses that supply it with goods and services. 
Fiscal impacts are those that relate the City's budget, such as property and other tax 
revenue in the short- and long-term, and the costs associated with providing services to 
the new development. 

The analysis considers all three segments of impacts. Direct and fiscal impacts are quantitative 
in nature, while secondary impacts are qualitative. Secondary impacts create an economic 
"multiplier" within a given study area: original spending (e.g., a mixed-use construction 
project) creates economic outcomes for suppliers of the project and the suppliers of the 
suppliers, etc. The multiplier includes spending, income, jobs, and other positive economic 
impacts. 

The overarching goal of benefit cost analysis is to determine the net impacts of the development 
project. Therefore, it is important to distinguish between "gross" and "net" benefits (or costs). 
The gross benefit refers to the total benefit; it does not take into account costs or the sum of 
benefits that would have accrued to the City with or without the investment. The net benefit 
equals the gross benefit less (1) the cost of the development to the City, and (2) benefits that 
would have accrued to the City without the development. When possible, we present benefits 
and costs in terms of their net values. In cases where cost or benefit information is imperfect or 
not quantifiable, we present the gross impact. 

This memorandum differs from a traditional benefit cost analysis in that it does not compare the 
benefits and costs of the proposed development against alternative development scenarios. As 
we describe in the analysis approach, there are a number of unknowns regarding both the 
~pecific development plans for PARC as well as potential other potential uses for the parcel. 
Therefore, we only present the benefits and costs associated with MWIC' s development 
scenario. 

Analysis Approach 
Some impacts of this redevelopment are straightforward and easy to quantify, while others are 
more difficult. For example, it is much easier to measure the property tax impacts of the 
development than the gain or loss it may cause to local citizens' happiness. In a perfect world, 
the goal of a benefit-cost analysis is to describe all types of relevant impacts, on all types of 
people, over all time periods. In a real world, achieving that goal is impossible: we do not have 
perfect information about future conditions and impacts, nor do we have an unlimited budget 
to explore all possible outcomes. Therefore, ECONorthwest considered only those impacts that 
are relevant and likely to occur over a reasonable time frame. When applicable, ECONorthwest 
provides a dollar value, or range of values, for benefits and costs. It qualitatively describes other 
benefits and costs. 

The analysis relies on several key assumptions. The following list describes these assumptions 
in greater detail. 
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Development plan. The analysis assumes that the project specifications, construction 
and development assumptions, and pro forma supplied by the development team will 
accurately reflect the final project. ECONorthwest did not independently verify these 
materials, nor did it confirm the need for the MUHTIP abatement for project viability. 
As is the case with any development project, the program will probably continue to 
change until the building is constructed and occupied. 
Abatement period and eligibility. The tax abatement would last for ten years for all 
eligible improvements. Based on current development plans, a policy review, and 
conversations with City officials and project developers, ECONorthwest's analysis 
assumes that all development components qualify for the abatement. 
Counterfactual scenario. If the City does not grant the abatement, ECONorthwest 
understands through conversations with MWIC that the project would not move 
forward.3 Therefore, all benefits and costs associated with the proposed development 
would not occur if the City does not approve the abatement. 
City costs and SDC revenues. MWIC has not received a full permit, fee, and SDC 
schedule for the development. In general, cities set fees and SDC rates at a level that is 
intended to cover the incremental cost to the service provision system of a new 
development. These costs include both administrative and infrastructure-related costs. 
Administrative costs include the one-time cost of administrative oversight during the 
permitting, planning, and construction period as well as ongoing administrative labor 
costs. Infrastructure costs are ongoing. They include the cost to the City of impacts to 
infrastructure such as sanitation, schools, and emergency services. According to 
ECONorthwest's conversation with an analyst at City of Salem Development Services 
on February 27, 2013, the City does not anticipate incurring any additional permit and 
fee or infrastructure costs that would not be recouped through developer fees and SDCs. 
Therefore, foregone tax revenue would be the only major quantitative cost to the City. 
Impact area. For fiscal and other impacts, ECONorthwest used the City of Salem as the 
analysis boundary. For economic impacts, ECONorthwest used Marion County as the 
study area for two reasons: (1) county level data provides more reliability than zip code 
level data in the IMPLAN model, and (2) Marion County provides the closest 
approximation to the City. 
Value calculations. ECONorthwest expresses all monetary figures in this memo in 2013 
dollars, unless otherwise specified. For benefits and costs occurring in the future, 
namely tax benefits, ECONorthwest discounted future streams using an inflation rate of 
2.57 percent. This rate equals the yield rate for ten year Treasury bonds (1.99 percent) 
less the yield rate for ten year Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (-0.58 percent). 

ECONorthwest measured the economic contributions of this project using IMPLAN, an input
output modeling system. ECONorthwestused IMPLAN to create a model of the Marion 
County economy and estimate the countywide economic impacts linked to the development.4 
Appendix A provides a detailed explanation of the methodology used. 

3 ECONorthwest was not asked to review the viability of the project's financial feasibility without and without the abatement, 
and therefore has not conducted analysis to independently verify this statement. 

4 Economic data for the city of Salem is not available; therefore, ECONorthwest used Marion County as the study area. 
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EVALUATION FINDINGS 

This section describes the benefits and costs associated with the proposed development. 

Benefits to the City 
There are multiple types of benefits, some of which are easily quantifiable (e.g. tax revenues) 
and others that are not (e.g. the benefit associated with catalyzing future development). This 
analysis takes all of these types of benefits into consideration. The benefits identified in this 
analysis (and described in more detail in the following pages) are: 

• Tax revenues and URA contributions once the abatement period ends; 
Economic benefits related to construction jobs and spending, facility operations and 
spending, and resident spending; and 
Catalyzation of future development. 

PARC is also associated with benefits of the on- and off-site development improvements 
described in The Residences At Riverfront Park Development Evaluation of Benefits and Costs. 
These improvements include: (1) creek and open space development, (2) improved pedestrian 
flow and connectivity, (3) increased parking at Riverfront Park, (4) expanded utility systems, 
and (5) facilitation of future residential and commercial development. To avoid double counting 
the benefits of these improvements, ECONorthwest does not explicitly include them in this 
analysis. MWIC has stated that these improvements would not necessarily occur if the City 
does not approve the PARC MUHTIP application. Therefore, the realization of the benefits 
associated with these improvements is contingent upon the approval of the abatement for both 
The Residences at Riverfront Park Development and PAR C. Consequently, the City should 
consider the benefits of these proposed improvements in their consideration of the PARC 
MUHTIP application. 

Tax Revenue and URA Contributions 
Assuming the entire taxable value of the development is abated, neither the City nor the 
RDURA would receive property tax revenue from the development in the first ten years. After 
the abatement period ends, the development would generate tax revenue for the City and the 
RDURA that would not have been available to them without the development. This new tax 
revenue is a benefit to the City, the RDURA, and all other overlapping taxing districts. 

According to the Marion County Assessor's office, properties in this parcel's taxing district pay 
$19.0030 per $1,000 of assessed value in annual property taxes. The City of Salem receives 
$5.5247 of this $19.0030. These rates are fairly consistent with district rates for the last ten years, 
so ECONorthwest used 2012 taxing rates for its analysis. In accordance with Oregon's real 
property assessment and taxation laws, ECONorthwest assumed that the assessed value of the 
development would increase three percent per year. 

Based on these assumptions, ECONorthwest determined that the City and the RDURA would 
receive a combined $38,600 in property tax revenue from the development the first year after 
the abatement ends. About $36,600 of this revenue would be net new, resulting directly from 
the improvements to the property that MWIC is proposing. 
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These tax revenues will benefit both the City and the RDURA. The City will receive the portion 
of tax revenue derived from the assessed value included in the frozen base; The RDURA will 
receive the tax revenue derived from assessed value above the frozen base. Since most of the 
development's assessed value will be above the frozen base, many of these tax revenues will 
fund economic development within the RDURA boundary. 

Economic Benefits 
This analysis measures the economic contributions of the development to Marion County; 
Given the concentration of economic activity in the City of Salem, most of these impacts will 
flow to the City. ECONorthwest measured the impacts of three distinct activities at PARC: (1) 
construction, (2) building operations, and (3) spending by residents. P ARC construction will 
generate one-time impacts to the County. These benefits are net new in that they will not 
necessarily occur if the development does not move forward. The economic impacts associated 
with building operations and resident spending generate economic benefits each year that the 
building operates. These impacts represent gross benefits to the City in that some of these 
activities would occur at similar facilities in the County, if they did not occur at PAR C. An 
unknown portion of these impacts would be net new, as determined by the number of P ARC 
residents that would stay outside the County if they did not reside at P ARC. The unique set of 
services offered by PARC increases the likelihood that it will attract residents from outside the 
City and County and, therefore, that its ongoing economic impacts will be net new. 

ECONorthwest derived the impact model inputs from a number of sources. As previously 
stated, ECONorthwest did not independently verify these assumptions and inputs. It used 
revenue and payroll projections from PARC' s pro Janna. Pavilion Construction provided 
construction employee estimates and Marquis Companies provided operations staff figures. 5 

ECONorthwest modeled building resident spending using household spending profiles from 
IMPLAN, which relies on annual household income averages and occupancy rates from the U.S. 
Census. The average annual household income for the study area is $62,920 (2014$). Each unit 
would house one household and the facility would stabilize at an occupancy rate 93 percent. 
ECONorthwest only included residential expenditures in the retail sector to avoid double 
counting.6 

Table 3 summarizes the economic contributions of the proposed development. PARC would 
have both one-time and ongoing annual economic impacts. In 2013, construction would 
generate more than $17 million in net-new economic activity, including $11 million in value 
added. During the one-year construction period, this activity would directly and indirectly 
support 256 jobs in Marion County and about $9 million in labor income. 

5 Phone conversation between Tom Sheridan and ECONorthwest. February 14, 2013. 

6 Given that PARC is a rehabilitation center, ECONorthwest assumed and that most residents would have a primary home 
elsewhere and that non-retail expenditures would occur at the primary place of residence. 
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Impact Measure One-Time (2013) Annual (2014+) 

Output $17,682,031 $10,712,168 

Value Added $11,181,037 $7,684,080 

Labor Income $9,094,259 $6,393,316 

Jobs 256 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment 
Corporation and IMPLAN. 

PARC' s economic contributions would continue in subsequent years. Each year, P ARC would 
generate $11 million in economic output countywide. This activity would support 119 jobs and 
more than $6 million in labor income annually. These ongoing benefits represent gross impacts, 
as some of this activity would occur elsewhere in the County at a similar facility, if not at PAR C. 

Construction Jobs and Spending 

Constructing PARC would cost about $9.5 million and require 175 full time equivalent workers. 
Table 4lists the direct and secondary impacts of this employment and spending. Local 
purchases of construction materials and construction worker spending would stimulate another 
$8.2 million in output, supporting another 81 jobs. Altogether, construction would support $9.1 
million in labor income and 256 jobs. 

Impact Measure Direct Secondary Total 

Output $9,503,757 $8,178,274 $17,682,031 

Value Added $6,735,273 $4,445,764 $11,181,037 

Labor Income $6,215,638 $2,878,621 $9,094,259 

Jobs 175 81 256 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation 
and IMPLAN. . 

Facility Operations and Spending 

Table 5 summarizes the ongoing economic contributions of facility operations to Marion County. 
Operations would generate $5.9 million in revenue and 70 jobs at the facility. Operations-related 
purchases and employee spending would generate an additional $4.5 million in output. Each 
year, facility operations would support $10.4 million in total economic activity, including $7.5 
million in value added. This figure includes $6.3 million in labor income, which would sustain 
114 jobs in Marion County. 
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Impact Measure Direct Secondary Total 

Output $5,905,397 $4,506,191 $10,411,588 

Value Added $4,939,880 $2,591,429 $7,531,309 

Labor Income $4,741 '161 $1,541,358 $6,282,519 

Jobs 70 44 114 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation 
and IMPLAN. 

Resident Spending 

Using data from Marquis Companies and WMIC's pro Janna, ECONorthwest used IMPLAN to 
estimate the value of resident spending. Starting in its third year, once the facility reaches a 
stable occupancy level, P ARC would accommodate an estimated 18,615 days of patient care. 
These residents and their guests would likely patronize nearby businesses before, during, and 
after their stay. ECONorthwest estimated patients would spend an average of $25.16 outside the 
facility per day.7 Figure 3 shows how a typical patient would spend this money. 

Health and 
Personal Care 

$1.21 

Building and 
Garden 

Supplies 
$1.34 

Clothing and 
Accessories 

$1.76 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from Mountain West Investment Corporation· and 1M PLAN. 

Table 6 summaxizes the economic contribution to Marion County of this resident spending. 
Resident spending would support about $564,000 in economic activity, including 5 jobs. 

7 This estimate was derived from IMPLAN data on average daily household retail spending. 
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Impact Measure Secondary 

Output $300,580 

Value Added $152,771 

Labor Income $110,797 

Jobs 5 

Source: ECONorthwest with data from 
Mountain West Investment Corporation 
and IMPLAN. 

Cataly:zation of Future Development 
According to the Riverfront-Downtown Urban Renewal Plan (RDURA Plan), 

The primary objectives of [the] plan are to improve the overall appearance, condition, 
and function of the [URA] to encourage a variety of river-oriented uses, to sustain and 
improve the economic vitality of the Central Business District, to relieve traffic 
congestion and railroad conflicts, to encourage the use of mass transit, and preserve and 
create natural green belts along existing waterways.s 

The parcel for the proposed PARC is highly visible and occupies a critical space linking the 
downtown and the riverfront. Its development will increase pedestrian flow and safety in the 
area, thus increasing property values of neighboring parcels, some of which the City owns. 
Ideally, these improvements will catalyze future development in the area, which is critical to the 
realization of the RDURA goals. 

Costs to the City 
The costs to the City of the proposed development are minimal compared to the benefits. The 
most easily quantifiable cost to the City of the abatement is the foregone tax revenue. As this 
memo illustrates, the City and RDURA would recoup foregone revenue from taxes on the 
property "as is" (without PAR C) in one tax year following the end of the abatement. The 
opportunity cost of developing the parcel is also an important cost consideration. 

Below, we list costs often included in similar benefit cost analyses and describe why they are 
not applicable to this development. 

Construction impacts to traffic. Front Street, a multi-lane expressway, provides the only 
access point to the property. The driveway is located to the south of the signaled 
intersection at State Street and Front Street; therefore, MWIC anticipates minimal lane 

s Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Salem, Oregon, 2011, Riverfront-Downtown Urban Renewal Plan p. 3. 
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closures and congestion from transporting equipment and materials to the on-site 
staging area. 
Construction impacts to local businesses. Apart from the carousel at the park, there are 
no businesses directly adjacent to the property. Therefore, construction will not 
adversely impact businesses in the area. 
City of Salem project management and oversight and other public service costs. As 
previously stated, the City of Salem Public W arks Department does not expect to incur 
any uncompensated additional labor or capital costs from the project. Furthermore, it 
anticipates that SDCs paid by the developer will sufficiently cover other public service 
costs, such as water, schools, parks, and emergency services. 

Tax Revenue and URA Contributions 
During the abatement period, the City and RDURA would not receive property tax revenue 
from the property site for the development. Given that properties in this taxing district pay 
$5.5247 per $1,000 of assessed value in annual property taxes to the City of Salem, these parcels 
generated collective property tax revenues of about $1,900 to the City, a portion of which was 
diverted to the RDURA. Assuming an annual inflation rate of 2.57 percent and a yearly increase 
of 3 percent in the assessed value of the property, ECONorthwest determined that the 
abatement would cost the City and the RDURA approximately $19,500 in forgone revenue 
during the ten-year period.9 The City and RDURA will share this cost. The City will forego the 
portion of tax revenue derived from the assessed value included in the frozen base; the RDURA 
will forego the tax revenue derived from assessed value above the frozen base. 

Both entities would also share in the benefits of increased tax revenue associated with the 
property improvements once the abatement ends. As demonstrated in previously in this 
memorandum, the City and RDURA would receive a combined 38,600 in property tax revenue 
the first year that the abatement ends. About $36,600 of this revenue would be net new, 
resulting directly from the property improvements MWIC is proposing. In only one year, 
property tax revenues from the PARC would more than offset the $19,500 in foregone revenue 
from the abatement. 

Opportunity Cost 
If the City approves the MUHTIP application for the PARC and the development moves 
forward, it foregoes the opportunity to develop the parcel for a different use in the future. The 
hypothetical benefits associated with other potential uses represent the opportunity cost of the 
current development to the City. Given that it is impossible to predict what other development 
prospects might present themselves in the future, we cannot quantify the associated 
opportunity cost of approving this development now. The City must weigh the unknown 
potential future benefit of some other development against the known benefits of the PARC 
development presented in this memorandum. 

9 Note that, because we assumed the development would not occur without the abatement, the City's foregone revenue is 
limited to the growth on the value of the unimproved property. The City cannot forego revenue because of a tax abatement 
on a development that does not occur without that abatement. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming the development moves forward as expected, the one-time and ongoing benefits of 
PARC outweigh the known costs. From a fiscal and economic standpoint, the development 
provides significant one-time and ongoing, net new economic benefits during the abatement, as 
well as ongoing, net new fiscal and economic benefits after the abatement ends. In conjunction 
with these quantitative impacts, the development benefits the public by providing necessary 
services for people with injuries and disabilities. When weighed against both the known (fiscal) 
and unknown (opportunity) costs of the development, the economic benefits associated with 
PARC supports its application for abatement. 

The positive outcomes associated with this project come at a low fiscal cost to the City; therefore, 
the opportunity cost (the loss of the ability for some other development that may be more 
aligned with the City's vision for the area and that may or may not contribute more strongly to 
the economy) is likely the most important consideration for the City. This opportunity cost only 
exists if another proposed development with a higher net benefit is developed on the parcel. 
Although it is not quantifiable, it is an important area of consideration. 
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APPENDIX A: IM LAN METHODOLOGY 
The economic contributions of this project were measured using IMPLAN, an input-output 
modeling system. ECONorthwest used IMPLAN to create a model of the Marion County 
economy and estimate the countywide economic impacts linked to the PAR C. These effects are 
reported using the following measurements: 

Output. The broadest measure of economic activity, output represents the value of all 
goods and services produced in an economy. This is roughly equal to sales. 
Value Added. The difference between total output and the value of intermediate inputs 
(goods and services purchased from others). Value added represents a business's 
contribution to gross regional product. 
Labor Income. The earnings of employees, small business owners, and the self
employed. This includes all wages, benefits, and other income earned from working .. 
Jobs. The number of full year jobs, both full- and part- time. 

Economic impacts are categorized as direct and secondary. Direct impacts are those associated 
with the development itself. They include its employment, payroll, and direct output (estimated 
as gross revenue). Secondary impacts consist of "supply-chain" impacts via purchases of goods 
and services from area businesses, and "consumption-driven" impacts resulting from increased 
household purchases as employment and income increase. 

Glossary of Terms 

ECONorthwest 

Output. The broadest measure of economic activity, output represents the value of all 
goods and services produced in an economy. This is roughly equal to sales. Unlike value 
added, output counts the value of all goods and services, regardless of whether they are 
used as inputs for the production of other goods and services. 
Value Added. The difference between total output and the value of intermediate inputs 
(goods and services purchased from others). Value added represents a business's 
contribution to gross regional product. It is analogous to GDP in that it counts only the 
value of final goods- those that are consumed by the end user and are not used in 
producing other goods. 
Labor Income. The earnings of employees, small business owners, and the self
employed. This includes all wages, benefits, and other income earned from working. 
Jobs. According to IMPLAN's methodology, jobs are measured in terms of 
full-year-equivalents (FYE). One FYE job equals work over twelve months in a given 
industry (this is the same definition used by the federal government's Bureau of Labor 
Statistics). For example, two jobs that last six months each in 2012 count as one FYE job 
in 2012. A job can be full-time or part-time, seasonal or permanent; jobs are based on 
the duration of employment, not the number of hours worked. 
Direct impacts. The impacts occurring as a direct result of the project or activity in 
question. These include its direct employment, payroll, and output (estimated as gross 
revenue). 
Secondary impacts. These consist of" supply-chain" and "consumption-driven" impacts. 
The former arise from purchases of outside goods and services needed to operate, from 
area businesses. They include subsequent purchases by these businesses elsewhere in 
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the local economy. The latter result from increased household purchases resulting from 
the jobs and incomes that have been generated. 
Total economic impacts. The sum total of direct and secondary impacts. 
Construction impacts. The changes in output, personal income, and employment 
associated with building construction. This economic activity, in turn, generates 
additional tax and fee revenues for state and local governments. Construction impacts 
are temporary in nature and occur as construction spending unfolds. 

• Operating impacts. The changes in output, personal income, and employment resulting 
from continuing business operations. The economic activity attributed to operations will 
also generate fiscal impacts for state and local governments. In contrast to construction 
impacts, operating impacts will continue as long as the businesses continues to operate. 
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April 3, 2013 

Mark Shipman 
Saalfield Griggs 
250 Church St. SE, Suite 300 
Salem, OR 97301 
VIA E-mail 

Dear Mark, 

Thank you for submitting the application for the Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program 
(MUHTIP) on behalf of your client Pringle Square North LLC, for their proposed Marquis 
P ARC development. As we discussed, our preliminary discussions of the proposal satisfies the 
pre application requirement under SRC 2.805, and this letter serves as the City's written 
summary of our discussions of the application under SRC 2.805(c). Please confirm in writing 
that with this written summary, your client agrees that the pre application requirement is 
satisfied. 

Upon initial review of the materials submitted, the following concerns and questions have been 
raised: 

Eligibility 

The proposal is for a post acute rehabilitation facility with an emphasis on short term stays for 
guests. To be eligible for tax incentives under MUHTIP, a development must be "multiple unit 
housing," and cannot be designed or used for transient accommodations. Based on the materials 
suqmitted, it appears the proposal does not meet the definition of multiple unit housing, ORS 
307.603(5), and may not contain any "dwelling units," as that term is defined in the state 
building code. 

• Please explain how the proposed facility is eligible for tax incentives under the program 
given that the proposed facility will be designed and used for transient accommodations, 
and Marquis has testified that 85% of residents will be short term (less than 30 days) 
guests. 

• Please clarify if the proposed facility will contain any "dwelling units" as that term is 
defined by the state building code, and if so, how many. 

Application Section III - Property Information 

• The application form states that, "if the property is only a fraction of a platted lot, 
indicate this fact and provide a metes and bounds description of the portion of the lot to 
be used." Please provide this description. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

350 Commercial St. NE I Salem, OR 97301 1 503 588-6178 I FAX 503 589-2054 
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Application Section IV - Project Information 

• Please indicate the number, size, and type of dwelling units proposed 

Exhibit A 

• As requested above (Application Section III), please provide a metes and bounds 
description of the portion of the parcel to be used in the development. 

Exhibit C 

• As requested above (Application Section IV), please provide detailed information on the 
number, size and type of dwelling units proposed. 

Finally, please be aware this application will not be deemed complete, and cannot be forwarded 
to the City Council for consideration until the above issues are addressed. If you have any 
questions please feel free to contact me at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 

Clinton S. Dameron 

cc: Linda Norris 



May 6, 2013 

Hand Delivered 

Clinton S. Dameron 
Real Property Services Manager 
City of Salem Urban Development Department 
350 Commercial Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301 

RE: Multi-Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program Application for the Post Acute Rehab 
Center at North Block 
Our File No. 23001 

Dear Clint, 

This letter is Intended to follow up to your letter of April 3, 2013 regarding the application for the Multi
Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program (MUHTIP} for the Marquis Companies Post Acute Rehab Center 
located at the North Block (the "PARC Projece'). You raised two questions pertaining to the PARC 
Project, the first was whether It was eligible, and the second related to the legal description of the 
proposed property. Each question Is more fully addressed below. 

Eligibility 

The PARC Project Is eligible for tax abatement treatment, as it satisfies the general intent and purpose of 
the MUHTIP program - the PARC provides housing/shelter {not a hotel/motel} It Is not designed for 
transitory accommodation; It provides for a mixture of residential and commercial uses in the 
downtown core that will drive significant economic benefit to the Salem community; and the Salem 
Revised Code {SRC) can be interpreted to approve the MUHTIP request in this case. 

Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 307.600 - 307.637 sets forth the statutory framework for the MUHTIP 
program. The· state statues speak broadly toward encouraging multi-unit housing In the downtown 
areas. They further provide authority to Cities to adopt their own rules and guidelines (ORS 307 .606} In 
reviewing and approving a MUHTIP application. 

The City of Salem adopted the statutory framework of ORS 307.600- 307.637, at Salem Revised Code 
(SRC) 2.790-2.835. Specifically, SRC 2.800 sets forth what properties are eligible and states In relevant 
part: 

A Member of LEGUS, on lnlern~lionol Notwark of low Firms. 
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"2.800. Eligible Property. To be eligible for the property tax exemption provided by SRC 2,790· 
2.835 a structure must: (a) Be dwelling units, not designed or used as transient accommodations 
and not including hotels and motels but including such design elements benefitting the public as 
described In SRC 2.790·2.835 and approved by the City Council/' 

Dwelling units are further defined in SRC 111.050("D")(m), as 'a single unit providing complete, 
independent living facilities for one or more persons Including permanent provisions for living, sleeping, 
eating, cooking, and sanitation.' 

The PARC is a structure that contains 40 private rooms and 6- 2 bedroom units complete with, sleeping, 
and sanitation areas. The cooking facilities are centrally located, and the residents of the PARC can eat 
in the dining area as a family, however, they can also eat their meals in their Individual residential units 
as well. In addition, the PARC contains both Indoor and outdoor living spaces that residents and guests 
can use to socialize. 

The SRC does not specifically require a minimum number of dwelling units, but just references 'dwelling 
units.' Nor does the SRC require that the 'dwelling units' meet any statutory definition, or building code 
definition, or any other zoning code definition. The language found in SRC 2.800(a), and 
111.050("D"){m) are written in a general, broad, flexible manner, which allows the Council to Interpret 
the SRC In a broad manner to allow the PARC as eligible for MUHTIP treatment. 

The PARC Is designed for permanent residential use. The Independent living units are similar in their 
design. There Is not a separate design for a living unit that would have a resident on a shorter term stay, 
verses a longer term stay. 

The residents of the PARC will be living there for days, weeks, months, or years. The fact that (on 
average) 85% of the residents wlll be living there less than 28 days at a time does not make it a hotel, or 
motel. The PARC will not be subject to the Transient Occupancy Tax, these are residents, not overnight 
guests. Further, the fact that the cooking element is centrally located, and not within each individual 
living unit, should not disqualify the PARC from eligibility under the MUHTJP provisions. As noted above, 
the PARC facility is not designed for transitory accommodations. To the contrary, the PARC facility is 
designed for residents to have a relaxing and healing environment within which they can stay for 
however long they may need to stay in order to rehabilitate and return to their normal life activities and 
permanent residences. 

The PARC Is many things under one roof. To try and define It as one use, to the exclusion of others, does 
not consider that this is a new and different use, and one which Is not easily defined. 

The MUHTIP program Is not limited to projects that contain exclusively multi-family housing. The 
program obviously requires that the structure contain dwelling units, but so long as the structure 
contains dwelling units, incorporates acceptable public design elements and meets the remainder of the 
criteria set forth in SRC 2.800, the project is eligible. State and local rules do not exclude portions of a 
facility not dedicated to residential uses from receiving benefits. In fact, certain non-residential 
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elements are specifically encouraged and used to demonstrate the project's public benefit, such as the 
incorporation of day care facilities, meeting facilities, parking, and commercial space. While Marquis 

anticipates that It will serve a large percentage of residents on a short-stay basis, the facility will 

accommodate a number of long-term clients which will be situated at the facility as residents. The 

MUHTIP program does not require that the facility be predominantly composed of multi-family 
residential use, but only that It contain dwelling units, incorporate acceptable public design elements, 

and meet the remainder of the criteria set forth in SRC 2.800. Although we maintain that this facility is 
predominantly made up of a multi-family residential use, if the City finds that only a portion of the units 
or residents fall within this category, It would still be sufficient to qualify for the benefits under the 
MUHTIP program. 

The Applicant previously posed the question of whether an assisted living facility would qualify for the 
MUHTIP application to City of Salem Urban Development Staff; to which the Staff acknowledged that an 
assisted living facility would be eligible for the MUHTIP program. While not Identical) the PARC has 
similar characteristics to an assisted living facility, and should be treated no differently. 

Fortunately, the Salem Revised Code is written In a broad manner (In this context) that allows for the 
PARC center to be eligible for the MUHTIP program. 

Finally, the economic benefits that the PARC facility will provide to the Salem Community are significant: 

• The construction phase of this project wl!l create and support 256 jobs, creating labor 
income of approximately $9 million. 

• The economic stimulus created through this project during the construction phase will be 
over $17.6 million, including labor Income as noted above. 

• After construction, this development will support approximately 127 jobs annually, creating 
labor Income of approximately $6.3 million and will stimulate annual economic output In 
excess of $10.7 million. 

• Over the ten year period, this development would generate In excess of $106 million dollars 
in overall economic impact. 

Property Information 

A metes and bounds description of the proposed Marquis property is attached hereto for your reference 
and use. 
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Conclusion 

We appreciate the opportunity to 'reply to your letter. The PARC MUHTIP Application Is eligible for the 
MUHTIP program, it will provide a number of Important public benefits and will provide a significant 
economic benefit for the Salem Community. It should be approved for the abatement as requested by 
the Applicant. 

Sincerely, 

MARK 0. SHIPMAN 

mshipman@sglaw.com 
Voice Message #310 
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EXHIBIT "A11 

Future Lot 3, 

Old Mill North Block 

Parts of Lot 5, 6, 7, 8, of Block 46, parts of Lots 7, 8, of Block 45, of the Plat of Salem, Volume 1, 
Page 20, recorded In Marion County Book of Town Plats along with part of the Vacated Trade 
and Front Streets, better described as follows; 

Commencing at the East corner of lots 1 and 2, of Block 45, The Plat of Salem, Volume 1, Page 
20, recorded In Marion County Book of Town Plats; thence along the West right of way of 
Commerclal Street South 22q29'2t' West 11.66 feet; thence North 6r10'3311 West 196.11 feet 
to the Southeast corner of the future Lot 3, Old Mill North Block and the True Point of 
Beginning; thence North 22"29'2411 East 204.43 feet; thence North 16"56'38" West 40.55 feet; 
thence 54.73 feet along a 38.00 foot radius curve to the right (the chord of which bears North 
28"47'24'' East 50.12 feet) to the South right of way of Front Street; thence along said right of 
way the following three calls, North 16.57'53" West 74.85 feet; North 18°27'14'' West 125.76 

feet; North 18.38'19" West 102.55 feet to the East right of way of the BNSF Railroad; thence 
along said right of way the following five calls, South 06°28'21" West 20.55 feet; 83.92 feet 
along a 587.96 foot radius curve to the right (the chord of which bears South 10~37'0011 West 
83.85 feet; South 14"37'50" West 331.5!) feet; South 6r42'56'' East 4.52 feet; 102.35 feet 
al,ong a 5750.00 foot radius curve to the right (the chord of which bears South 14°45'1211 West 
102.35 feet; thence South 67"31'11" East 76.66 feet; thence North 23°42'15" East 16.37 feet; 
thence South 6r12'17'' East 54.12' feet to the True point of Beginning and containing 61,490 

square feet of land plus or minus. 

OREGON. 
JULY 13 2004 

ROBERT D. 'HAMMAN 
64202 s 



FUTURE 
LOT 3 

61,490 S.F. 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
FUTURE LOT 3, 

OLD MILL NORTH BLOCK 

BY: 

MULTI/TECH ENGINEERING SERVICES, INC. 
1155 13TH ST. S.E. SALEM, OREGON 97302 

503-363-9227 
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. June s, 2013 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

linda Norris 
City Manager 
555 Liberty St. SE 
Room 220 
Salem1 OR 97301 

Dear Linda: 

RE: Mountain West Investment Corporation's MUHTIP applications 
Our File No: 23002 

This letter is intended to formally request that the City Council hold a hearing on the Mountain West 
Investment Corporation's Multiple Unit Housing Tax Incentive Program applications for both the 
Marquis facility as well as the Residences (Apartments) at the City Council's earliest opportunity. 

Slncer~ Y1 
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/MARK 0. SHIPMAN 
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Voice Message #310 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2013-40 

June 10, 2013 
3.2 (b) 

A RESOLUTION DENYING AN APPLICATION FOR TAX EXEMPTION UNDER THE 
MULTIPLE-UNIT HOUSING TAX INCENTIVE PROGRAM 

Whereas, ORS 307.600-307.691 creates a multiple-unit housing tax incentive program which 
allows cities and counties to provide an exemption from ad valorem real property taxes in the 
core areas of Oregon's urban centers, in order to "stimulate the construction oftransit supportive 
multiple-unit housing in the core areas of Oregon's urban centers to improve the balance between 
the residential and commercial nature ofthose areas, and to ensure full-time use of the areas as 
places where citizens of the community have an opportunity to live as well as work''; and 

Whereas, the City of Salem, in order to stimulate the construction, or addition of, or conversion 
to, multiple-unit housing in the City's core area, has implemented a Multiple-Unit Housing Tax 
Incentive Program ("Program"), pursuant to ORS 307.600 to 307.691; and 

Whereas, under ORS 307.600(5) the Program "shall result in the preservation, construction, 
addition or conversion of units at rental rates or sales prices accessible to a broad range of the 
general public; and 

Whereas, ORS 307.603 defines "multiple-unit housing" to mean, in relevant part: 

"Newly constructed structures, stories, or other additions to existing structures and 
structures converted in whole or in part from other use to housing that meet the following 
criteria: 

"(A) The structure must have a minimum number of dwelling units as specified 
by the city ... pursuant to ORS 307.606(4); 

(B) The structure must not be designed or used as transient accommodations, 
including but not limited to hotels and motels; 

(C) The structure must have those design elements benefitting the general public, 
including any commercial use of a portion of the structure, as specified by the city 
... pursuant to ORS 307.618 .... ";and 

Whereas, ORS 307.618 requires the City to make the following determinations consistent with 
the City's adopted standards and guidelines: 

(a) The owner has agreed to include in the construction, addition or conversion as a part 
of the multiple-unit housing, one or more design or public benefit elements as specified 
by the city; 

(b) The proposed construction, addition or conversion project is or will be, at the time of 
completion, in conformance with all local plans and planning regulations, including 



special or district-wide plans developed and adopted pursuant to ORS chapters 195, 196, 
197, 215, and 227, that are applicable at the time the application is approved; 

(c) The owner has complied with all standards and guidelines adopted by cities or 
counties pursuant to ORS 307.606(4); and 

Whereas, the City has adopted promulgated standards and guidelines (Standards and Guidelines) 
to be utilized in considering applications and determinations regarding an application for the 
Program, as required by ORS 307.60694); and 

Whereas, under the Standards and Guidelines, to be eligible for tax incentives under the 
Program a proposal must: 

(a) Propose multiple-unit housing, containing at least two dwelling units; 

(b) Be housing constructed after January 1, 2012, and completed on or before 
January 1, 2022; 

(c) Be located in the core area designated by the City, and; 

(d) Propose and agree to include one or more design elements benefitting the general 
public set forth in SRC 2.815; and 

Whereas, under the Program a tax exemption for an eligible property may be approved for up to 
ten consecutive years; and 

Whereas, the State of Oregon Building Code and the City's zoning ordinance define a dwelling 
unit is a single unit providing complete independent living facilities for one or more persons, 
including permanent provisions for living; sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation; and 

Whereas, the State of Oregon Building Code and transient accommodation means a structure 
that provides for the occupancy of a dwelling unit or sleeping unit for less than 30 days; and 

Whereas, on March 11, 2013, the City received an application from Pringle Square North, LLC 
requesting a tax exemption under the Program; and 

Whereas, the application proposed a "Post-Acute Rehabilitation Center", the purpose of which 
is to provide "continual medical care and rehabilitation following an acute episode or illness"; 
and 

Whereas, the Applicant failed in Section IV of the Application to provide the number, size, and 
type of dwelling units proposed, and their median sales price or rental rate; and 

Whereas, the Applicant's proposal states that the building is a "residential structure" that will 
contain 42 beds; and 



Whereas, the Applicant's proposal states that, onaverage, 85% ofthe "residents" will be living 
at the facility less than 28 days at a time; and 

Whereas, the Applicant's proposal does not satisfy the minimum criteria because it does not 
describe multi-family housing containing dwelling units and proposes a structure that is designed 
for and will provide transient accommodations; and 

Whereas, pursuant to SRC 2.825(b), the City is required to issue a final decision on the 
application within 180 days of receipt of the application, or by September 7, 2013; and 

Whereas, the application having come before the City Council at its June 10,2013 meeting, and 
the City Council, having considered the application and materials presented to it, finds the 
proposal is not eligible for property tax exemption under the Program, because the proposal does 
not contain "dwelling units," and will be designed and used for transient lodging, contrary to the 
requirements of SRC 2.800(a), and therefore is not "multiple-unit housing." 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SALEM, OREGON 
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Based on the findings set forth above, the application is hereby denied. 

Section 2. This resolution is effective upon adoption. 

ADOPTED by the City Council this lOth day of June, 2013. 

Checked by: C. Dameron 

ATTEST: 

City Recorder { 

Approved by City Attorney: ~ 
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